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Crew And Ship Recovered
In Our 96th Year
Assault Troops
Now Evacuated
WASHINGTON ( AP I — All Marines who
took part in the helicopter assault on a tiny
Cambodian island to recover a U.S. mer-
chant ship and its crew of 40 have been
evacuated to a Navy carrier in the Gulf of
Thailand, the Pentagon said today.
Despite heavy small-arms fire from Kh-
mer Rouge troops and the fall of darkness,
the last helicopter carrying troops left the
island at 9:10 a.m. EDT, a spokesman
said.
Pentagon spokesman Joseph Laitin said
two U.S. destroyers continue to cruise
close to the shore of Koh Tang to insure
that no Marines or helicopter crewmen
were left ashore.
He said that word was expected by mid-
day.
Comnlikicenient expreises_tor 157
members of the 1975 graduating class at
Murray High School will begin with
baccalaureate services on Sunday
evening, May 25, at 8 o'clock at the First
Baptist Church.
Rev. ('huck Moffitt, minister of the First
Presbyterian Church, will deliver the
sermon. Dr. James Fisher, minister of tie
First United Methodist Church, will give
the invocation and benediction.
Special music will be provided by the
Girls chorus under the direction of Mrs.
Joan Bowker. Donna Hughes and Lisa
Winter will play the organ and piano for




FRANKFORT, Ky.. ( AP) Gov. Julian
Carroll submitted today an emergency
regulation exempting all units of local
governments from paying the state sales
and use tax.
The regulation submitted to the
legislature's administrative review sub-
committee would apply to all purchase by
such units, including utility service.
Carroll previously submitted a similar
regulation applying to purchases by local
governments exceeding $500.
Two subcommittee members objected to
that limitation and the regulation w
as
returned to the Department of Revenue.
The two members indicated they would
support the regulation if it had no such
limits.
Carroll said the primary reason for
issuing the regulation again was to give
local governments financial assistance
which he said they badly need because of
the soaring costs of utilities.
Carroll also said he wa$ concerned about
the competitive advantage which out-of-
state stores previously had over Kentucky
merchants in sales to local governments.
By NANCI PETER.Sa,:l
Sporting relatively new colored 'aarl
linen, the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital maintains laundry costs much
lower than a statewide average taken of 12
similar facilities, a mere $6.42 per 100
pounds of washing compared to the
stotesaiiiwauctraoe of $11.87. The national
average is $12.20 per 100 pounds.
"Cotton shortages and high prices
during the past few years influenced the
change to blends in many textile areas.
and directly influenced the switch from
white to colored sheets at the hospital,"
said Loueva Mathis, the facility's
executive housekeeper
First adopting blue sheets so that the
Marines had been delayed by enemy fire
which drove away first helicopter at-
tempts to pick up the troops who landed on
the island 30 miles off the Cambodian coast
more than 14 hours before.
The Pentagon spokesman said he
believed U.S. fighter planes and Navy
destroyers had ceased their attacks, de-
signed to suppress the enemy fire.
Meanwhile, the unarmed container ship
Mayaguez steamed toward Singapore un-
der operation by its own crew.
Pentagon officials said earlier the ship
was bound for its original destination, the
port of Sattahip in Thailand. But officials
said they were informed later by the ship's
owners, the Sea-Land Corp., that it would
head for Singapore.
(See Cambodia, Page 16
Ushers bribe ocrasion.actilluaiors._.
Robin Bayless, Cathy Dingman, Debbie
Lee, Cindy Rednour, Willie Nell Reed.
Marsha Robertson, Michele Timmerman
and Sue Windrum.'
Graduation will be held in Ty Holland
Stadium on Thursday evening, May 29, at 8
o'clock. The Murray High Band will play
for the processional and recessional.
Ginger Gilliam, third honor student, will
give the invocation.
Renee' Taylor will sing "I May Never
Pass This Way Again."
Salutatorian Tim Philpot will greet the
parents and guests..
Superintendent Fred Schultz will speak
on the subject, "Tigers, Take the Right
Road."
The valedictory will be given by Martha
McKinney.
Chairman Don Henry of the Murray City
Board of Education will present the
diplomas.
The benediction will be given by Jean
Forme, fourth honor student.
Ushers for this occasion will be juniors
Joe Graves, Gary Hainsworth, Todd
Harrison, Robbie Hibbard, Mark Homra,
Gary Moore, Dewey Seigler and Billy
Smith.
Senior class sponors are Mrs. Charles
Archer, Mrs. !dell Bailey, Mrs. Marilyn
Barksdale, Mrs. Frances Matarazzo, Mrs.
Mary Ann RiscolI, and Mr. Bob Toon.
Permit Issued For
New Supermarket
A building permit has been issued for a
Big John's supermarket to be located on
South 12th near Glendale, according to the
office of City Planner Dan Grimes.
An office spokesman said the building
permit was issued to Big John's Food
Centers of C,armi, Ill., with architects
named as Malone and Hyde of Memphis
and builders as Usrey and Emery of
Carmi.
Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, May 15, 1975
HEADST ART BIRTHDAY—A downtown parade and open house celebra
ted
the tenth anniversary of Headstart nationalfi here Wednesday.
 Several of-
ficials were present at the Headstart open house, including the
 policy council
for the program. In the group. bottom right were Lucy Oug,ger, Miss Hea
d-
start; Rodney Skinner Mr. Headstart, polio council members Mrs. Shirl
ey
Stone, Robert Skinner, Mrs' Barbara Dugger, Cha
rles Dagger, Mildred Dugger,
Mrs. Virgil Timberlake, chairman; Mrs. Dorothy 
Nanny, Department of Human
Resources: Mrs. Artie Petty, social worker 
Bonnie Ashy, policy council;
Margaret Franklin, former Headstart teacher an
d Melissa Easley, former policy
council member. 
Stan Photos by David NM
Local School Superintendents Issue
Statement On Recruiting Of Students
A joint statement was issued
morning by Murray Independent School
Superintendent Fred Schultz and Calloway
County School Superintendent William
Miller concerning the recruitment drive
being conducted for students for the
Murray State University Laboratory
School.
The statement is as follows:
"The Calloway County Board of
Education and the Murray Board of
Education have expressed concern over
the suggested recruitment of elementary
students for the University School, grades
1-6. Both school districts are in the plan-
ning phase for the 1975-76 school year and
must determine as accurately as possible
next year's enrollment in order to insure
the students of a proper pupil-teacher ratio
and supplies and equipment.
The Murray Board of Education and
the Calloway. County Board of Education
have enjoyed a free.sxchange of students
for Foundation Program purposes through
the years and have been able to predict
enrollments with reasonable acouraci
Thie proposal by a community group to
recruit students jeopardizes not only the
planning - and funding for the coming
school year but may place in jeopardy
bond and interest requirements in bo
th
Systems.
"The state Foundation Program funds
capital outlay requirements based on
enrollment and the present buildings we
re
built with bonds issued based on cu
rrent
enrollment figures.
"In as much as it is not possible for the











Crossword   13
Beds Sport New Sheets
new blends could be sorted separately
from the white all-cotton linens, the
hospital's innovation was so favorably
received that gold coverings were later
purchased to match the new wing.
Averaging 41,0(10 pounds of washing a
month, the laundry employes eight full-
time workers on a five-day basis. •'We
used to work a seven-day week, but we just
decided to take a day off and see what
happened. Nothing happened, so we tried
another day off," said Mrs. Mathis.
"The laundry employees are so efficient
we don't have any trouble maintaining a
complete supply of clean linens, even when
we close for a day," she added_
• In aecctage Nene' washing machine is
SORT, IRON AND FOLD — Employee
s of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital's laundry run pillow cases throug
h the massive mechanical ironing
equipment, capable of handling a sheet in und
er a minute, which then is com-
pletely wrinkle-free 
Ph mos hi Nand Peterson
capable of handling about 10 pounds of
clothing at a time, and would have to make
150 complete cycles 10 match the hospital
laundry's 1,500 pound daily norm," said
Mrs. Mathis.
Each floor of the hospital has a laundry
shoot to the ground floor, where soiled
linens are picked up and carted to the
laundry. "If a newly laundered set of
patient's linen is delivered to a room, but
the patient in that room is discharged, the
linen is dropped down the shoot. A room is
completely fresh when a patient is
assigned to it," added Mrs. Mathis.
Divided into different departments. the
laundry is composed of the soiled laundry.
room, the wash room, the drying room, the
1.111
folding, sorting and ironing room, and a
small section for mending some materials.
Just washing and drying items is not
always enough. Linens headed for
surgery, obstetrics and the nursery must
be completely sterilized, and delivered to
the areas without being contaminated.
'If a room isn't clean enough for me to
lie down in, then it's not clean enough for a
patient. That's the attitude we all take, and
it's magnificent the way all the employees
work together for that goal,:' Mrs. Mathis
said.
"We get a lot of spotless linen out to the
floors, and it's a team effort, just as
everything this hospital does is pad of a
united team effort," she added.
AMIDST NEW EQUIPMENT — Standing beside her two 
newest washers is
toueva Mathis, executive housekeeper of the Murray-(alloway 
County Hospital.
She is in charge of the laundry, which turns out 41,000 pounds of
 washing' each
month.
foundation funds for those students at-
tending the University School, it is hoped
that the two local school districts will not
become involved in student recruitment
with the university school. However, if the
suggested recruitment practice should
result in a significant loss of state funds to
either of the Boards of Education, then
appropriate action will be taken to curtail
recruitment of students from the Calloway
County and the Murray School Districts."
Plumbers' Union
Picketing Sites
PADUCAH, Ky. ( API — Picketing by
plumbers and steamfitters left almost 
all
union labor construction work in the 14
westernmost Kentucky counties at a stan-
dstill Wednesday.
The business agent for striking Local 184
of Paducah, Rupert Tynes, said he was
"hopeful of an early settlement by our
craft," despite the continued picketing.
Tynes said a meeting with contractor
negotiators Tuesday left both sides
"close," and he said the union "came
away feeling pretty sure of an agreement
soon."
He said picket lines were established
May 5 and work stopped "wherever union
jobs were underway in our counties."
The plumbers and steamfitters are
reportedly asking a wage increase of $2 an
hour over the next two years.
A journeyman's pay would be increased
from $10.05 to $12.05 an hour (including
fringe benefit, s) by May 1,1976.
The union's contract with contractors
expired April 30 and picket lines went 
up
immediately.
Tynes said his local has some 600 
mem-
bers but only 100 were working in 
Ken-
tucky when the strike began.
No-Fault Insurance
Law Upheld By Meigs
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) — Franklin
Circuit Judge Henry Meigs upheld today
the constitutionality of Kentucky's 1974 no-
fault insurance law.
Meigs held the law did not violate the
)ticstitutional prohibition against limiting
a pewn's right to sue. He based that
decisio. on the provision in the law
allowing one to reject no-fault
coverage.
In no-fault, a persh,gives up his right to
sue to recover damag for-personal in-
jury below a given amount: Attorneys for
both sides agreed to subrilit. briefs
Siilifiltaneously -with-the Court of Appeals
within 15 days and each would then have
five additional days to reply.
That was in an effort to get a ruling on
the case by the high court before the law




No injuries were reported this morning
when an incoming plane at the Murray-
Calloway County Airport landed without
the landing gear down.
Johnny Parker, airport manager, said
the landing occurred at around nine a. m.
today.
The plane was occupied by the pilot,
John Faulkenberry and Brynes Fairchild,
of the Kentucky Department of Financ
e.
Fairchild was coming to Murray in the
state-owned plane to meet with Dr.
Thomas Hogancamp, Murray State
Unieersit.y----v4ee-president for ad-
ministration and finance, and other
university officials and architects for a
progress report on the livestock and ex-
position center now under construction by
MSU.
An investigation was planned today be
the Federal Aviation Administration i
nto
the incident. Faulkenberry would not say
whether or not an equipment malfunction
was to blame, but said simply that the
"gear was not down when we landed."
Parker said this morning that the pilot
"did a good job" of keeping the plane
under control once it touched down on a
"belly landing."
The plane, which left Frankfort at about
eight a. m. today, is owned by the state
department of transportation. Faulken-
berry is a state-employed pilot.
Work was to begin this morning to get
the plane back on its wheels. Damage was
considered to be minimal, with the props





One person was injured in a car -
pedestrian accident at Eighth and Main
Streets at 6.47 p. m. Wednesday ac-
cording to Murray City Police. who in-
vestigated the incident.,
Five-year old Richard Stout, 803 Olive,
was treated and released at the Murray-
Calloway Hospital for injuries suffered
when he was struck by a car driven by
Cynthia Ann Chrisman 814 North 20th,
according to police.
Officers said the Chrisman car was
going west on Main when the pedestrian
ran across Main Street from the south side
to the north in the path of the automobile.
The accident report said the car skidded
about 45 feet and struck the child just
before stopping.
Cloudy and Mild
Increasing cloudiness and mild with a
elince of showers or thundershowers
Wehday night, Lows in the mid 50s.
Clouds mild with a chance of showers
or thunde wers Thursday.
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Lead-footed Ledbetter
Constantly Late
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Thirty lashes with a nasty old -Chicken
feather for saying that dogs will kill only when they are in
pairs or packs. Where did you ever get that idea? It's not
true. One dog alone will attack and kill chickens, other
animals or 6'Yen people.
I have owned two chicken-killings dogs at different times,
and while the suggested cure of tying the dead chicken
around the dog's neck and leaving it there until it rots is
good. I have a more effective cure.
I catch the dog with the dead chicken in his mouth, and
while holding the dog firmly. I take the chicken from his
mouth and then proceed to beat the °70$1/*?! lexpletives
deleted) out of the dog with the dead chicken. This really
works.
No, I am not cruel. I am just sick of losing chickens.
BILL INWELLSVILLE, N.Y.
DEAR BILL: Thirty lashes with a chicken feather isn't
enough. Make it a dog leash. I got the idea that dogs will
only kill in pairs or packs from three veterinarians. And
have I got a bone to pick with them!
DEAR ABBY: Please tell the young girl whose boyfriend
was always late that I had the same trouble with my
boyfriend but married him anyway and couldn't be happier.
We've been married for 18 years and have six wonderful
children. (The last one was born in the parking lot of the
hospital because my husband was late.)
I wouldn't trade my man for any other in the world. I3eing
late is his only fault, but he's worth waiting for.
NADINE LEDBETTER
DEAR NADINE : Congratulations—even though you
weren't able to get the lead out of Ledbetter.
DEAR ABBY: In a recent letter, a young woman who
had been living with her boyfriend for two years wanted to
have a big church wedding. You replied in your column that
it was in poor taste since they had been living together
openly.
What difference does it make whether two people have
been living together openly or secretly? A wedding is for
the couple's benefit and not that of the guests. If the bride
and groom want a big church wedding, who has the right to
tell them not to have one-just because others might think
it's in poor taste?
MY VIEW
DEAR VIEW: A couple should indeed have the kind of
wedding they want. But if they chose to live together openly
for two years despite their parents' protests, why should
they expect their parents to foot the bill for a lavish,
300-guest extravaganza?
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addresaed.envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send $I to Abigail Van Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.,
. Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Ple-.se enclose a long,














Only 8 More Days Until
pl;
lAINERSAt FICHP)
g HNIMI nR PANAmiON
Open 7:30-Start 8:00
Admission - Adults 2°' Children Free in Car
Miss Beverly Radon, a social work major at Murray State
University, announces her engagement and approaching
marriage to Tunothy David Swain of Murray.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Maine South High School in
Park Ridge, Ill., and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Radon,
reside at Park Ridge.
Mr. Swain, a 1972 graduate of Murray High School, attended
Murray State University and is employed at Hungry Bear
Restaurant. His parents are Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Swain of 1311
Kirkwood Drive, Murray.
A small ceremony will be held at one p. m. on Friday, May 30, at
St. Leo's Catholic Church. All friends and relatives are invited to
attend.
Paul Winstead, Frankfort,
head of the Department of
Kentucky Fish and - Wildlife,
showed a film, "Kentucky's
Fine Feathered Friends," at the
meeting of the Zeta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
held on Thursday, April 24, at
7:30 p.m. at the club house.
Mr. Winstead said the film
had won several awards
throughout the United States
and was filmed in 212 years at a





Guests at the meeting were
Kathy Walker from -North
Elementary School and Janet
Byerly from Calloway County
High School who were winners
in the essay contest. They were
each presented a bond by Mrs.
Marshall Jones, contest
chairman, and each read her
essay entitled "The Flag—A
Symbol of Freedom." Miss
Byerly's mother was also a
guest.
Mrs. William Barker of the
nominating committee read the
slate of new officers who were
elected as follows: Mrs.
Matarazzo, chairman, Mrs.
Donald E. Jones, vice-
chairman, Mrs. Glen C. Hodges,
secretary, and Mrs. Maurice
Ryan, treasurer. • •
Announcement was made (3‘
the next Zeta meeting whicti
will be the annual patio supper
with husbands as guests on May
22. The next general meeting of
the Woman's Club will be
Monday, May 26, at six p.m. at
the club house when new of-
ficers will be installed. Note
change from date in year book.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Miss Louise
Lamb, Mesdames A. H. Tit-
sworth, Tom Rowlett, Elsie
Kivett, and Marshall Jones.
The Carter Elementary
School PTA met Thursday, May
6, at the MSU Lovett auditorium
to hear the musical program by
the students of the school with
Mrs. John Bowker as director.
Officers Installed by Mrs.
Jerry Stallons, retiring
president, were Mrs. Ronnie
Watson, president; Mrs.
Kenneth Humphreys, vice-
president; Mrs. Tommy Lyons,
secretary; Mrs. Kenneth Imes,
treasurer.
FIVE GENERATIONS—Warren Latimer is held by his lather
Rickey Latimer, while his grandmother, Mrs. Richard
(Barbara) Latimer, right, his great grandmother, Mrs 0111,
(Opal) Warren, left, and his great great grandmother, Mr.
Lucy Lee, look on.
Circuit Court
Clerk
Democrat,( Primary May 27. 19'
Paid Political Advertisemer
by Dwane Jones
FOR FRIDAY, MAY 16, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some opportunities indicated
that could be overlooked if you
are not on the beam, not using
your mental capacities to their
fullest. Keep aims and hopes
high.
TAURUS
616W(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Don't cross others without
ample reason. It may turn out
best if you wait a bit before
making decisions, give time for
added factors to appear.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
You may gain a little here,
lose a little there, but the
overall picture is one of ad-
vancement. A strong Mercury
day stimulates ingenuity, alert
moves, quick thinking.
CANCER
I June 22 to July 23) 00
A day in which you could raise
your score considerably. That
is, if you make the best use of
your numerous talents. Just one
admonition: Avoid haste!
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 23)
Curb tendencies to procras-
tinate. Handle all matters in the
order of their importance.
Evening hours excellent for
social activities and romance.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some complications indicated
in business matters. Don't let
false pride keep you from
asking advice if you're unable
to cope.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AZ-61
A period for reevaluation. Try
to learn just where you stand in





(Oct. 24 to Nov. M) n1,04c
Whatever your plans, take
into account new trends and
ideas and, if necessary, change
maneuvers to fit the current
picture. Be dauntless, ready for
the unexpected.
SAGPITARILS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Emotionalism or temper-
amentalism could get you into




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Keep on your toes now. A
competitive factor of which you
are unaware could be building
up. Watch, too, for some tricky
maneuvering.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
You may encounter some
difficult persons, even run into
unexpected opposition. Remain
tactful, tolerant and affable,
and storms will blow over.
PISCES
( Feb. 29 to Mar 20)
Some new insight could lead
to higher achievement or bigger
profits now. A fine Neptune
aspect stimulates percep-
tiveness, intuition.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great deter-
mination, a fine intellect and a
tremendous awareness of other
persons and their needs. You
also have a lively imagination
and a great love of beauty and
tradition; could excel at almost
any of the arts but, notably, in
painting, music or literature—
all or any of which would bear
the stamp of your strong in-
tellectual prowess. Other fields




The piano students of Mrs.
John C. Winter were presented
in a "Musical Feast" on Sunday
afternoon, May 11, at the
Murray Woman's Club. The
clubhouse was decorated with
flags, flowers, posters and
balloons.
The compositions played by
the students were divided into
four groups, each represen-
tative of a different nationality.
"Festival America" included
pieces with titles characteristic
of American life and com-
positions by fannous Americans
such as MacDowell and Dello
Joio. "La Fete" featured
French composers Couperin
and Debussy as well as music
written about the New Orleans
RUDD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Boyce Rudd of
Benton Route Eight are the
patents of a baby boy, Kevin
Gale, weighing six pounds
eleven ounces, born on Friday,
May 9, at 6:35 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed
by Quality Construction
Company, Benton.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Rudd and Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Joe Anderson, all of
Benton Route Eight. Great
grandparents are Mrs. Thelma
Anderson, Mrs. Pearl Rudd,
and Dewey Free, all of Benton.
Great great grandmothers are
Mrs. Betty Rudolph, Sharpe,
and Mrs. Edith Anderson,
Benton.
Mardi Gras. The music at "La
Fiesta" had a definite Latin
beat, and included a Tango, a
Tarantella, and one of the
Argentinian Dances of
Ginastera; while "Das Fest-
spiel" gave prominence to the
great German heritage of
Mendelssohn, Beethoven,
Haydn, and Bach.
A large group of parents,
grandparents, and friends were
present to hear this demon-
stration of the students' musical
progress, and were entertained
following the program with a
reception.
Students appearing on the
program were: Bekah Brock,
Eric Hutson, Teresa Ford,
Raysha Roberts, Robin Adams,
Carrie Rye, Karen Brandon,
Marsha Robertson, Suzanne
Meek, Leslie Adams, Mary Ann
Gordon, Catherine Simmons,
Kellie Overbey, Jennie Smith,
Elizabeth Hendon, Michael
Abbott, Leslie Franklin, Lisa
Russell, Chris Hutson, Gaye
Gardner, Lisa Winters, Claire
Bell, Charlotte Shroat,
Elizabeth Stout, Eric Miller,
Jacque Dean, Kevin Shahan,
Heather Kodman, Karen
Turner, and Kathy Halford.
The April meeting of the
Murray Chapter, National
Secretaries Association (In-
ternational), was held in the
Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University.
After routine business was
dispensed with and a discussion
was held concerning the
division meeting in Bowling
Green in May, officers were
elected for the year 1975-76.
By unanimous vote, the
following persons were elected
to serve the chapter as its of-




secretary, and Linda Chadwick,
recording secretary. These
officers will be installed at the








641 Hwy. S& 69 Hwy. S
Paris, Tenn.









That's right . . . garden green vegetables are now being served
with your dinner at Jerry's. Every evening you have a choice of
vegetables as part of your special dinner feature, all included in
one price . . . with a choice of appetizers, too. Or, just have a side
order of vegetables when you order one of Jerry's regular favorites.
Green vegetables with dinner. Just one of many reasons for having
dinner at Jerry's.
WHERE VARIETY IS
THE SPECIALTY OF THE HOUSE
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton
Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora




































Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the Masonic Hall at 7:30
p.m.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House at
6:30 p.m.
— —
Women of the Moose will
meet at the lodge hall with
executive board at seven p.m.
and business at eight p.m
First Baptist Church BYW
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Lonnie Burgett at 7:30 p.m.
Janelle Doyle Group of First
Baptist Church will meet the
home of Mrs. Jamie Washer at
7:30 p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at seven p.m.
Thursday, May 15
Mason Circle of Mason
Chapel United Methodist
Church will hold a circle
meeting at the home of Mrs.
Jimmy Myatt at seven p. m.
Mrs. Linda Clark, assistant
professor in maternity and
infant care of the Nursing
Department, MSU, will be
speaker.
Fondue party for Murray
Chapter of Parents Without




will meet at the Douglas
Community Center at 7:30 p. m.
Friday, May 16
North Elementary School
FTC will have a potluck supper
for all families at 6:30 p. m. at
the school. Teachers will be
honored and new officers
recognized.
Murray High School Tiger
Band will be presented in a
spring concert at 5:30 p. m. on
the school lawn. An old
fashioned ice cream supper will
follow the concert.
Friday, May 16
Benefit gospel singing for
Murray Colt League Baseball
will be held atitfurray Middle
School at 7:30 p.m.
Acteen Retreat of the
Memorial Baptist Church will














6th & Main St.
%Is() N.tat(hing Rag%
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at 7:30 p.m. at the riding
pen.
Senior Citizens bus for




accordionist, will appear in
concert at Farrell Recital Hall,
MSU, at ;:30 p.m. Admission is
free.
Mr. anid Mrs. Rob R. Jones
will have open house at home,
Dexter Route One, for golden
wedding 4inniversary from two
to five p.m.
Mr. ail Mrs. I. D. Brandon
will celebrate golden wedding
anniversary with a reception at
the WOW Building, Third and
Main, from two to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Coles
will have open house at home,
Highway 94 West, for golden





from Wildcat Park to Cypress
Bay Resort, will be from seven
a. m. to four p.m. Trophies will
be awastled. For information
contact local lodge.
Monday, May 19
Calloway High School Band
Boosters will meet at 7:30 p.m.
in band room.
Weight Watchers will- have
special supper at Murray City
park at 'six p.m. Call Delores
Boggess, 489-2346, for in-
formation.
Penny Homemakers Club will
have a potluck luncheon at
home of Mrs. Richard Arm-
strong at ten a.m.
Recovery will meet at Mental
Health Center at 7:30 p.m.




Nursing Education meeting will
be held at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital conference
room at 7:30 p. m.
SUNDAY SUPPER




Simple and delicious com-




9-ounce can sliced pineapple
in heavy syrup
Pare grapefruit and oranges
so that no white membrane re-
mains; cut between dividing
membranes to free sections.
Stack and cut pineapple into
eighths; add to citrus fruit with







EL- F's Wildflowers are a complete
bouquet of fresh-as-springtime casuals with styles
and colors to match every customer whim and
mood. Wildflower's secret of success is
simple...they're made by Little
Falls, the quality footwear people
for over 70 years.
Gamma Gamma Chapter
Meets At Garrison Home
Members of the Gamma
Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi met for their regular
meeting at 7:30 p.m., Thursday,
April 24, at the home of Mrs.
Frances Garrison.
Prior to the business meeting
the pledge ceremony was held
for Mrs. Jackie Morris, in-
stalling her as a pledge membil.
into the Gamma Gamma
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
Mrs. Libby Conley, president,
presided over the business
meeting. Routine business was
discussed with the secretary's
and treasurer's reports being
given.
The program portion of the
meeting was presented with
Mrs. Joretta Randolph in
charge. The theme was
"Sculpture and Painting."
Mrs. Randolph introduced as
her guest speaker Mrs. Susanne
Doyle, owner and operator of
Susanne's Fine Arts & Custom
Framing Shop. Mrs. Doyle gave
a very informative and in-
teresting talk on the basics of
art. She discussed different
materials that could be used for
painting and drawing and
illustrated with several pieces
of her own art work, showing
the different effects that could
be achieved with the various
materials used. At the con-
clusion of the program Mrs.
Doyle was presented a small
gift in appreciation of her talk.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess, Mrs. Frances
Garrison. Members present
were: Martha Beale, Sue
Brandon, Beverly Brittain,
Libby Conley, Linda Fain,
Janella Fox, Frances Garrison,
Marsha Horton, Kathy
Lichtenegger, Jackie Morris,
Trisha Nesbitt, Joretta Ran-
dolph, Linda Rogers, Dortha
Stubblefield, Sylvia Thomas,
and Edna Vaughn.
Mrs. Jackie Morris, center, was recently installed as a
pledge member in the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi. With Mrs. Morris is Mrs. Linda Rogers, vice-
president, and Mrs. Libby Conley, president.
Open Fridays













Judge Steve Sanders pointed
out that "many of the good
People of Murray are not sorry
that they were speed on the city
streets but rather that they get
caught," so went Judge Sanders
opening barrage as he keynoted
the panel discussion at the
Church Women United Annual
May Day Program held 
recently at the First
Presbyterian Church.
Sanders along with Martin
Mattingly and David Roos
participated in the dialogue
moderated by Chuck Moffett
lifting up the theme "What
Keeps Us from Opening Our-
selves to Live Fully."
Mrs. Lilliam Graves and Mrs.
Ben Dyer were in charge of the
program. Mrs. Edd Glover is
the president of the church
organization.
Sanders talked about the
number of different kinds of
offenders that he is called upon
in his capacity as city judge to
talk with. He discussed the issue
of drugs, family conflicts, and
racism. He challenged the
group to root out the areas of
obvious hypocrisy so that we
may open our lives to live fully.
Some one hundred were in
attendance. The fall meeting of
Church Women United will be
held at the First Baptist Church
of NIurray.
Morning boost
That "coffee-break" can be
turned into a nutritious snack
for the person who just won't
eat a good breakfast. The two
can supplement each other so
that combined they provide
an adequate breakfast. For
example, foods not included
at breakfast, like milk and a
roll or toast, might become
part cl the "coffee-break."
Scout Troop Is
PresentedAword
Girls of Scout Troop 163 were
presented the Sign of the Star,
one of the highest awards a
Junior Scout can receive, at a
special ceremony at the Murray
Girl Scout Cabin.
Troop members are Sherri
Brandon, Dwaine Cole, Edwina
Key, Janet McClure, Karen
Parker, and Kim Whitten.
Leaders are Mrs. Judy Whitten
and Mrs. Celia Key.
Open Fridays




Ross And Pace Vows To Be
Read At Calvary Temple (
Miss Carol Denise Ross,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
Ross of Benton Route Five, has
completed plans for her wed-
ding to Randall Dean Pace, son
of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pace of
Murray.
The vows will be read at
Calvary Temple Pentecostal
Church of God, Murray, on
Monday, May 19, at seven p.m.
with Rev. Paul Wenger of-
ficiating at the double ring
ceremony.
Donnie Peal of Murray will be
organist and Mrs. Shirley
Williams will be the soloist.
The bride-elect has chosen
her sister, Miss Jareta Ross, as
her maid of honor.
Bruce Wolfe of Laurel, Md ,
will be best man for his brother-
in-law.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the church
fellowship hall.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.
After cleaning porcelain
enamel and painted surfaces,
wax with a cream polish
21RIGITS
Take the plunge girls.. in super SWilliwear from
Bright's...your swimwear harbor with the most
up-to-date styles for summer '75. Now is the time
to make your selection from the most complete
collection in town, and only a three dollar deposit
will hold your selection at Bright's. Choose
from a wide assortment of junior and
missy suits in vivid solids, prints
and stripes, 14.00 to 32.00
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Echtonals and opmsonated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
optroons Letters to the editor in response to editonals and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers,
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.
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Garrott's Galley
A Lesson In Self-Confidence
Learned At The Science Fair
By M. C. Garrott
I received a sobering lesson in
preseverance and self-confidence a couple
of weeks ago from our nine-year-old,
Jeffrey.
He had worked for several weeks on a
biology project in his fourth grade
classroom at University School, growing
radish plants in several different kinds of
water—oily water, rain water, tap water,
water with detergenlin it, etc. The project
was to be exhibited at the Regional Science
Fair at Murray State on April 26.
We were up early that day and at the
Fieldhouse at the specified 7:45 a. m. time,
and he set up his project in the assigned
space. Throughout the morning, he stood
faithfully by his exhibit, waiting to discuss
it with the judges or anyone else who
happened to come by.
The judges did come by and talked with
him—one time. We didn't see them any
more for the rest of the day.
At 2 p. m., although we had been asked to
leave the exhibits up until 5 p. m. so the
public could view them, I persuaded him to
put his things in the car so we could go
home as quickly as possible. For I had to
be back at 4 p. m. for the alumni
scholarship presentations and the banquet
that evening.
Fraokly, I didn't think he had a ghost of
a chance of winning anything since the
judges had seen his exhibit only the one
time. I had watched all day sii-lky
returned to others time and again trying to
sift out the principal winners.
Then once I had the exhibit safely stored
in the car, I moved to Phase 2 of my
evacuation plan and tried to get him to
skip the 3 p. m. awards ceremonies in
Lovett Auditorium and go on home, re-
emphasizing the point that the judges had
viewed his exhibit only the one time.
Nothing doing. He wouldn't buy that.
"But, dad!" he exclaimed. "I might win
something! Miss Rogers told us to be sure
and be there because you never know who
might win. And I might win something!"
Of course, we went to the awards
ceremony, and, sure enough, his name was
among the first group of winners called. It
was the first time in history that a Garrott
ever won any kind of an academic award
and particularly significant because it was
in science.
Moments later, he bounded proudly off
that big stage with his first trophy—a
bronze medallion for third place in the
individual competition in biology for
elementary students. And I was the first
one to whom he showed it.
The thought that I almost caused him to
miss that first thrill of achievement
because of MY special interests left me
feeling about a foot high. How does the
biblical adage go?
"Oh, ye of little faith..." Or something
like that.
Speaking of exhibits....
When we were putting together our 20-
foot-wide Murray State display in the
Exposition Center at ICEA last month, we
happened to be right next to a booth
labeled "Students Kentucky Education
Association."
Putting it together was a pretty little
sandy-haired girl with a contagious smile.
You talk to your neighbors at an exposition
like that just like you do at home, and it
wasn't long before we were talking with
her—Leroy Eldridge, Mancil Vinson, Gil
Gilbert, and I.
She didn't even wait to be introduced to
me. "You're Morris Garrott, aren't you?"
she asked. "I'm afraid so," I replied,
somewhat taken aback at the thought of a
pretty young thing like that having the
name of an old codger like me.
Bible ilitought
Ye are my friends, if ye do
whatsoever I command you. John
15:14.
Is Jesus your friend? Then do
what he asks . . . love, witness,
serve bring others to God — be
His disciple.
Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Mkt Jr.
We live in a society that often
unnecessarily complicates things
— definitions, for example. A
scholar may define rain as
"precipitation, water droplets
condensed from atmospheric
vapor and sufficiently massive to
fall to the earth's surface." An
idiot may tell you, if asked, that
rain falls in drops. Which of the
two got his idea across best?
"My dad knows you," she went on. "I
am Kathy Hazle, or rather I was before I
was married. My father is Red Hazle."
I've known Red Hazle for many years.
He is the Purina dealer at Hodgenville,
and one of the better ones in the country.
Some years ago, I spent two or three days
at Hodgenville working with Red on a
"how-to" manual I was writing on how to
do mobile grinding and mixing on the
customer's farm. He was one of the first
and most successful at it in the country,
and Ralston Purina had sent me out from
St. Louis to find out how he did it, down to
the most minute detail.
I also had seen Red and his wife, Phyllis,
at Purina's national dealer conventions on
several occasions. Kathy, at that time,
was just a little girl. NOw she is married
and an elementey education major at
Campbellsville College. She drives back
and forth from her home on a 186-acre
dairy farm to her classes.
Her husband, Bobby McDowell (not to
be confused with the manager of our
Murray State bookstore), operates a 55-
head Holstein dairy operation, and iS her
father's biggest feed business customer.
Kathy and her friends gave away big red
apples at her booth throughout the three-
day convention, using as their theme, "An






Kansas City —Instead of passing a plate
for collection of offerings Sunday, the Rev.
David Finestead of the Lake Lotawana
United Methodist Church put $1,000 on the
plate and asked his congregation to take
the money to use for the Lord. Members of
the congregation left $291 and the 30-year
old pastor said it will be offered again next
week. The Rev. Mr. Finestead, who said
the money was from his personal account,
said he was following the Parable of the
Talents, in which a rich man gives three
servants money. Two invested the money
and gave back more than they had taken
The third was afraid to risk it and buried it
for safekeeping. When he gave back only
the one talent he had been given, the
master was displeased. The Rev. Mr
Finestead said he hopes to get back twice
as much as he gave out, with the return to
be placed in the church general fund
(Kansas City Star)
Two pilgrims in Jiddah on the way to
Mecca were going to fly for the first time.
One of them reassured the other, "We
have nothing to worry about. Planes
nowadays are safe. And besides, when our
time has come Allah will know where to
find uneven up in the air." "Even if that
is so," replied the other, "what if we are in
the plane and Allah comes to find the
pilot?"
Breaking Ground
Commentary On Issues And Events
Written By Gary Huddleston
Ky. Farm Bureau Federation
By Gary Huddleston
"Meet Meat" might by a good title for
this educational quiz supplied recently by
the National Live Stock and Meat Board.
Designed for students or adults, the
questions deal with some common
misconceptions about meat producers,
meat supplies and the many, seemingly
unrelated factors; which affect meat
prices.
Even farmers who have worked with
cattle, hogs or sheep all their lives might
find they don't know all the answers. See
how you do.
1. From the time a cattleman decides to
increase his herd by holding back a female
calf for breeding, how long will it be before
the extra beef is on the retail meat
counter?
a. about six months
b. about a year
c. about 2 years
d. about 4 years
2. Rank the following cuts of at (1, 2,
3, 4, 5) according to which you think
contain the highest quality protein; or
check f if you think the protein quality is






f. All the same
3. If a local supermarket were suddenly
run as a non-profit organization, how much





d. Less than $1
4. How many farmers and ranchers do
you think provide the nation's beef supply?
a. Less than 20,000
b. About 50,000
c. About 200,000
d. Over 1 million
5. What percentage of the nation's beef
supply do you think is supplied by farms
and ranches with herds of less than 500?
a. Less than 25 Per cent
b. About 40 per cent
C. About 50 per cent
d. More than 80 per cent
6. How many hog farms do you think are
found in the United States?
a. Less than 100,000
b. About 200,000
c. About 400,000
d. More than 700,000
7. How many lamb producers do you
think there are in the United States?




8. How much of a 1.000-pound steer do
you think ends up on the retail meat
counter?
a. About 340 pounds
b. About 430 pounds
c. About 620 pounds
d. About 810 pounds
9. About how much of a 210-pound hog do
you think becomes saleable pork cuts''
a. About 90 pounds
b. About 100 pounds
c. About 120 pounds
d. About 160 pounds
The correct answers are:
1. d, about 4 years )2'2 before the heifer
bears a calf, 1,2 to bring the new calf to
slaughter weight);
2. f, all the same;
3. d, (Supermarket profit margins
usually range between .5 and 1.5 percent:
4. d, over 1 million;
- 5. d,-more than 80 per cent;
6. d, more than 700,000:
7. d, over 150,000;
8. b, about 430 pounds;
9. c, about 120 pounds.
If your answers were correct for six of
the nine questions, you must be consicierea
well-versed in the complex field of
"meatonomics."
And even if you were right for three of
nine, you're probably no worse than
average.
One additional question in the quiz asked
which of the following headlines that
appeared in American newspapers during
the early 1970's might have affected the
retail price of meat:
—Soviet Union Experiences Shortfall in
Wheat Crop
—Soybean Meal Triples in Price
—Unemployment Down 5 Per Cent
—Anchovies Disappear off Coast of Peru
—Federal Food Stamp Program Ex-
panded
—Truckers' Strike Enters Second Week
—Social Security Payments Rise 11 Per
Cent
—Midwest Cornfields Under Water
The answer, or course, is "all of the
above." Each of the events mentioned had
an impact on the price of meat then and
now.
Its no problem to connect the price of
wheat, soybeans and corn with the price of
meat. All three are ingredients in livestock
feed, and as the feed gets more expensive,
the meat animals get more expensive to
produce:
Bat what about social security, food
stamps and unemployment? The con-
nection here involves demand. As more
people get more money they spend more
on meat, economists tell us. The increase
in demand can drive up the price of meat.
Combine the higher level of demand,
higher production costs and higher
overhead such as labor, transportation
and packaging, and you get the steep
climb in meat prices experienced two
years ago.
Today's lower-priced beef is a result of
lower cattle prices, a phenomenon which
has dealt hardship to livestock men in
Kentucky and elsewhere. Farm produc-
tion costs, as well as meat processing costs
have continued to climb, but farm prices
for cattle remain low.
Consumers are enjoying the lower beef
prices today, but could see supplies
dwindle if cost pressure on the farmer is
not relieved.
Farmers hope that consumers will react
rationally if, in the near future, beef prices
move upward to reflect the farmers in-
creased cost of production.
To keep the proper perspective, in fact,
it might be a good idea to clip this quii and
file it. You never know when somebody is
going to feed you a bunch of bull about the
price of meat.
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Congress' Debate Discouraging
Low Deficit Curb Vital
Copley News Service
With so much attention on the
curtain scene, of, the Vietnam
war, Americans gay hare over-
looked an event of historic im-
portance on the flodr of the U.S.
Congress. For the first time in
history the Senate and the House
are trying to decide in advance
how much the federal govern-
ment should spend, and then
make a commitment to keep
spending within that limit.
That may be no novelty to any-
one else who has ever worked
with a budget, but it is a distinct
departure from tradition for
Congress. Over the years it has
accumulated a national debt of
more than half a trillion dollars
and helped give the United
States of America a serious case
of inflation by ignoring the rela-
tionship between how much the
government spends and how
much it can expect to collect in
taxes.
Congress is now taking a pre-
liminary run at a budget-control
procedure that will become
mandatory next year under leg-
islation adopted in 1974. While
the legislation aims at giving
Congress a sense of fiscal re-
sponsibility, it is too soon to say
whether this reform will really
bring about a change. We can
see already that if establishing a
budget ceiling is going to have a
restraining effect on federal
spending, a lot depends on the
architects who decide how high
the ceiling is going to be.
Administration economists
have concluded that for the sake
of stimulating recovery from re-
cession, the government can af-
ford to incur a deficit of $58.5 bil-
lion next year without tipping the
economy back toward renewed
inflation. President Ford has de-
clared that under no circum-
stances should the deficit exceed
$60 billion.
The new Senate Budget Com-
mittee headed by Democrat Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie of Maine has
ccncluded that the ceiling is too
low, starting Senate debate on
the issue by proposing that Con-
gress program a deficit of $67.5
billion instead. In the House, a
similar committee is proposing
that the ceiling be jacked up
even higher — to $73 billion. It
has been left for a minority of
conservative senators led by Re-
publican Sen. James L. Buckley
of New York to suggest that even
Mr. Ford's ceiling is too high.
They propose a relatively mod-
est deficit of $34.7 billion.
It is certainly a step in the
right direction for Congress to be
worrying about the size of the
deficit at all, but it is obvious al-
ready that setting up budget-
control machinery could be a
useless gesture if there is not a
visible and defined budget con-
trol philosophy behind it. The
concept that there is virtue in a
balanced budget has been re-
jected both by the Administra-
tion and by Congress. The
Keynesian idea that a deficit is
not inflationary if it is kept with-
in a calculated limit is embraced
by the administration, but it does
not seem to impress the congres-
sional budget committees.
The debate over the budget
ceiling promises to be a spirited
one as House and Senate spend-
ers try to reconcile their laundry
lists of programs that "must" be
squeezed in. In the end, however,
it may still remain for the Presi-
dent — with his power of veto
and impoundment — to inject the
discipline of a budget philosophy
into federal spending.
10 Years Ago
Construction has started on a Con-
servation Education Center in the Land
Between the Lakes Recreational Area in
Western Kentucky and Tennessee, TVA
officials said today.
The Murray to Hazel highway will be
widened and resurfaced, according to
Kentucky Highway Commissioner Henry
Ward.
Steve Titsworth is pictured as he
receives a gold medal given by the
Scabbard and Blade Society of Murray
State College for the "outstanding military •
science II student in individual drill.
Titsworth tied sVIth Dan Cunningham of
Hopkinsville for the medal.
Dr. Ralph Woods, president of Murray
State College, will be the speaker at
commencement exercises at Calloway
County High School. Rev. Henry McKenzie
will be baccalaureate speaker.
20 Years Ago
Residents of Calloway County received
$20,156 in April under Kentucky's three
public assistance programs of old age, aid
to dependent children, and to needy blind.
Purdom Outland, age 48, died yesterday
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. ( Rob) Lee observed
their 60th wedding anniversary on May 12
at their home, 902 Poplar Street.
Announcement has been made of the
engagement of Miss Shirley Ann Cross,
daughter of Mrs. J. E. Cross, to James H.
Boone, son of Mr. and Mrs. 0. B. Boone,
Sr.
Eltis Henson, director of field services
for Murray State College, addressed the
members of the Trigg County High School
Junior and Senior Classes at the annual
banquet held at Kenlake Hotel on May 13
cLet's Stay Well 
Making The Most Of Stress
Stress is an unavaoidable part
of every life. In fact, some stress
is essential. It is a matter of
choosing the right kind.
According to 67-year-old 4.
Hans Selye, professor and direc-
tor of the Institute of Experimen-
tal Medicine and Surgery at the
University of Montreal, in an in-
terview in Modern Maturity
magazine. "Complete freedome
from Arms is death Don't try to
avoid stress -- it's the very salt
and spice of life. But do learn to
Master and to use it."
Stress is all about us in much
that we do -- whether climbing
stairs, walking in the hot sun or
dealing with an irate neighbor.
-Body reactions accompany
stresifut behavior. Adrenalin is
secreted into the blood stream.
By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.
and the pulse accelerates. When
the stress is removed, body func-
tions slow. These up-and-down
cycles have a stimulating effect
on our system and help to keep it
fit.
If stress is persistent. it can
lead to overdemand and exhaus-
tion.
Dr. Selye suggests that each of
us should chouse.to regularly do
those things which we can do
successfully and which we find
to be rewarding. They wiU be
more harmonious to our Arm;
level, giving as stimulation with-
out exhaustion. Ile thinks that
each of us has a 4rt..s leveland
that we can watch for it and
avoid trying to live beyond it.
Such a level can be found in the
performance of pleasant. useful.
,Teative jobs, which Dr. Selye
calls "play professions."
In the interview. Dr Selye said
that he believes "Love thy neigh-
bor as thyself' should be trarisl-
ated today into "Earn the neigh-
bor's love." with "love- being
used in its broadest sense --
*respect. compassion. gratitude.




Q. Mrs. H.H. wants to know
about the hazards of vinyl
chloride in aerosol hair sprays
and antiperspirants.
A. Vinyl chloride was com-
monly used as a propellant until
studies showed a possible causal
relationship between vinyl
chloride and the incidence of
BLASINGAME
angiosarcoma of the liver. Vinyl
chloride is no longer used, and
the current materials are not
hazardous under normal condi-
tions.
Q. Mrs. V. E. writes that She
has been drinking "milk
regularly to try to make her
fingernails less brittle but has
not noticed much difference
after several months. She asit.s if
she should drink more milk?
A. Milk is a good food for mast
people but doesn't do a thing for
brittle nails. Keep them trimmed
back. to a comfortable length so
that the fleshy part of the finger
tips can protect them. Also.
massaging the nail frequently
with an oily substance such as
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Higdon Furniture of Mayfield
Spring Cleaning Days
From Dining Room......to Bedroom ........to Living Room
Maud actor* r • s Orr 
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$160000 $80000 + 10%= $88000 sir
up $47500 +10% = $52250 vro 3O1® 4.1o% = $33110Retail 
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BARGAINS IN EACH DEPARTMENT
Below are products listed on basis of manufacturer's suggested retail and our corresponding dealer cost. Due to our vast show rooms and wa
rehouse backup stock
our 90 day stock rotating policy occasionally presents a problem. Changing styles, colors, and patterns now makes it necessary to do our spring cleaning.
THIS IS AN HONEST BARGAIN. ALL LISTED PRODUCTS WILL BE SOLD AT OUR REGULAR DEALER COST
 PLUS 10%. Limited quantities
on all items. 1st come-lst serve.
DINING ROOM
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13980. 4. 10% = $4370
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HIDGON Furniture, The store known for the lowest possible prices on the highest qualit
y merchandise. A STORE FULL OF HONEST BARGAINS
HIGDON FURNITURE OF MAYFIELD
Hwy 45 North of Mayfield-directly across from General Tire
Open 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. Mon. thru Thurs.
and Sat. 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Friday
247-7710
Open 8 a. m. to 5 p. m. Mon. thru Thurs.
and Sat. 8 a. m. to 8 p. m. Friday
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By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
A bedsheet basketball player.
That's what Tom Leffler is.
And what, you might ask, is a
bedsheet basketball player?
Very simple. It's one of those
kind of guys that if you wanted
to write about his personality,
his honors and his skills, it
would take a bedsheet to handle
all of the writing.
Leffler became the sixth and
final recruit of the Murray State
Racers last Thursday when he
signed a national letter of in-
tent. The 6-5 forward-guard
from Lemont, Ill., has a list of
honors that's just simply in-
credible.
But perhaps the greatest
honor Is the words of his high
school coach, John Jones.
FINAL RECIIRT-11sa shah and final rear* of the basketball
recruiting season is 6-5 guard Tom Leffler of Lemont, III. Leffler will





"You're not going to find a
better Christian young man
than Tom Leffler," Jones said.
"There's no such thing as
training rules for Tom because
he never needed them. If there's
such a thing as a fan club at
Murray State, he'll have his
own by the time he's a junior."
Here is just some of the
schools that sought Leffler:
Indiana, Marquette, Nor-
thwestern, Temple, Villanova,
Western Kentucky, Utah State,
DePaul, Chicago Lyola,
Southern Illinois, Texas and
Illinois State.
Last Saturday, Leffler played
in the Chicago All-Stars and
Surburban All-Stars game.
Leffler was the only player
from a Class A school chosen for
the team and he also started for
the Surburban All-Stars.
In 16 minutes of play, he hit
two of two from the field, four of
four from the line, had eight
rebounds and seven assists.
"Three or four schools tried to
sign him after the game,"
Murray State assistant coach
Jim Calvin said.
"But we signed him on
Thursday," Calvin added with a
big smile.
According to Coach Jones, a
recruiter from Marquette
called Lemont High School
Wednesday and wanted Leffler
to come up for a visit.
Jones told the recruiter that
Leffler had already signed at
Murray State, upon which the
recruiter replied: "How the hell
did Murray State see him?
Murray State -sees" Leffler
as a big plus and a great
recruiting prize.
The statistics show you what
a fine player we have," Calvin
said.
"Every year, the professional
scouting services overlook a
couple of fantastic players and
that's the case with Tommy.
He's very confident to a flaw, he
stonewalls it on the boards and
is conditioned to hustle at 100
miles per hour forever.
He gives you visions of the
Jerry Sloan-type player. In the
All-Star game this past
Saturday, once he dove into the
stands for the ball."
Jerry Sloan. That's quite a
comparison. But...
Last summer, Leffler spent
four weeks working as a
counselor in a basketball camp,
without pay, just to be around
kids.
"He rubbed elbows with some
big people," Jones said.
"He met Bobby Knight ( In-
diana coach) and a lot of others.
And once, he got to play against
Jerry Sloan. Sloan was really
impressed with Tommy. He had
nothing but praise for the kid."
Here are just some of the
honors: First Team All-
Conference, First Team All-
Suburban, best senior in the
Joliet Area, special mention All-
Chicago area, voted as one of
the top 50 players in northern
Illinois, First Team All-State
Class A, and even more too
numerous to mention.
His statistics: He shot .603
tfrom the field his senior year,
.716 from the line, averaged 23.2
points per game and 12.2
rebounds. He holds every
scoring and rebounding record
at Lemont.
Six times this past season,
Leffler scored over 30 points. In
28 games this season, including
two he sat out because of illness,
he scored over 20 points on 22
occasions.
In one game this year, he hit
16 of 19 field goal attempts from
the outside range and finished
with 37 points. His top game was
43.
During three years as a
starter, Lemont rolled up a
combined record of 69-13.
As a junior, he was 6-5 and 200
pounds, a starter at tight end on
the Lemont football team. He
was also a member of the
school's golf team.
In the Regional Tournament,
as a junior, his team lost.
"After the crowd was gone, he
came to me and told me he was
going to start right then at
dedicating the next 365 days to
basketball. He gave up golf and
football and said that we'd





For New ABA Franchise
CINCINNATI ( AP )—Ameri-
can Basketball Association
Commissioner Tend Munchak
said there will be no ABA fran-
chise in Cincinnati next season.
Munchak, who was to own
the proposed franchise, said he
decided against bringing pro
basketball back to Cincinnati
following a closed door ABA
meeting in Louisville.
John Y. Brown, owner of the
Kentucky Colonels, said he
would honor his contract with
Cincinnati. It calls for the Colo-
nels to play 13 games at the
new Cincinnati Coliseum, which
On May 27, the voters of Calloway, Graves, Carlisle, Hick-
man, Fulton and Southwest Marshall Counties will go to the
polls and vote. Ronnie Jackson, a native of Calloway County
riand a you farmer, desires to serve the people of the first
district as t eir next working State Senator. Ronnie Jackson
is qualified o serve as a State Senator and has no political
promises to keep. Your vote and support for Ronnie
Jackson for State Senator will be appreciated.
Paul political ad paid fin by Kann:, Jacison
is scheduled to open later this
summer.
Brian Heeken, owner of the
American Hockey League fran-
chise scheduled to open this
season, and head of the group
building the 17,000-seat facility,
said he was not surprised.
His group also owns 40 per
cent of the Kentucky franchise.
Munchak and Heekin were at
odds after Heekin demanded
Munchak sign a 10-year agree-
ment to keep the proposed ABA
team in the coliseum.
Munchak suggested that a
Cincinnati group be formed to
buy a either the San Diego or
Memphis franchises.
"As far as I can tell,"said
Heekin, were the only group
that might be interested in buy-
ing part of a team and of
course, we couldn't do that un-
til we sold our share of the
Colonels. So we'd be right back
where we started." he said.
"It would be the Munchak
thing all over again."
Heekin added that he has
been contacted recently by sev-
eral National Basketball Asso-
ciation franchises. The Cincin-
nati Royals of the NBA moved
out of the city several years
ago complaining of poor attend-
ance.
"But what the heck," said
Heekin. "You've got the same
problem with the NBA and they
cost more."
Ladies day golf was hell
Wednesday at the Oaks Country
Club.
Carolyn Caldwell won the
championship flight while Betty
Sheppard took second and
Grace James third.
— In the first flight, Mary
Bogard won while Murrelle
Walker was second.
The second flight found a tie
between Dorris Rose 'and
Burleen Brewer. Marilyn
Chatman was third and Essie
Caldwell fourth.
Grace James served as the















































































And after the loss to Chicago
Christian in the Regional finals,
Leffler began his total devotion
to basektball.
This past March, the rematch
came. In the finals of the Sec-
tional Tournament, they
defeated the same Chicago
Christian team 55-50.
Lemont went on to the Sweet
16 or the Super Sectional" as it
is called in Illinois. They were
defeated 51-46 by Budda
Western. Lemont was ranked as
high as fifth in the state during
the season.
Leffler came to visit Murray
last month. When he did, he
loved the place. An avid
fisherman, he was really ex-
cited when he learned Kentucky
Lake was just a short drive
down the highway.
Here is what Leffler told
Murray State head coach Fred
Overton as he departed the
campus: "Coach, with all the
guys you are recruiting and
with the type of people that I've
met here, we're going to go to
the NCAA Tournament before
long."
"Anybody that's ever met
him just loves him," Jones said.
"Now, he knows where he's
going to school and he's just in a
super situation."
Tom Leffler, the people of
Murray welcome you to the




INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — if
there ever was a story with a
happy ending, it's the saga of
Jerry Sneva's rookie driving
test.
The last day of practice that
rookies could complete driving
tests, clearing them to compete
for a starting spot in the May
25 Indianapolis, was Wednesday
at 5 p.m.
The 25-year-old brother of
driver Tom Sneva, who has al-
ready qualified a McLaren for
a second-row start, started
Wednesday with a race car
only partially reassembled
after Mike Hiss crashed it in
practice last week.
Enter big Ed Sneva, the fa-
ther of Tom and Jerry, who
took a vacation to watch his
sons. Big Ed strapped on a
shop apron and went to work
with the fellows trying to get
the car ready.
"I don't like to stand
around," said Ed, a former
race driver. "Especially when  
it comes to helping one of my
boys."
As the afternoon wore on, the
car slowly took shape. The one-
of-a-kind nose cone on the
three-year-old Kingfish chassis
had been destroyed in the acci-
dent. So a new one was fashion-
ed out of sheets of aluminum
and tape—not exactly the most
aerodynamically refined piece
of equipment.
Of the four 10-lap phases of
dianapolis Motor Speedway
oval, Jerry had completed one,
at 160 miles per hour. He still
had the phases at 165, 170 and
170-plus miles per hour.
As 5 p.m. rolled around, chief
steward Tom Binford, under-
standing the frantic work going
on, gave the Sneva clan an ex-
tension.
"But only to 6 p.m.," he said.
"If you're not through with at
least two more phases by then,
we can't do anything else for
you."
Finally the machine was
filled with fuel, fellow driver
Larry Cannon took the car out
for two shakedown laps, then
turned it over to Jerry.
And after a couple of very
unscientific adjustments to
raise the new nose cone off the
ground, he was away—at 5:45
p.m.
Brother Tom joined the test
crew and gave Jerry speed sig-
nals as he passed.
With no warmup, no practice




turned out 20 steady laps at
stages from 165 m.p.h to 175
m.p.h.
The last lap was completed
just as the yellow light closing
the track for the day went on.
He cut it so close on fuel that
he ran out on the backstretch
and coasted slowly back in.
Jerry was scheduled to com-
plete the final phase, which is
observed and graded by fellow
drivers, Thursday.
Practice otherwise Wednes-
day for the May 25 race was
generally quite slow, despite fa-
vorable weather. Defending
champion Johnny Rutherford
had the quickest lap time of the
20 cars practicing, with a clock-
ing at more than 187 m.p.h.
Wide receiver Robin Ameen
led Navy's football team last
season in pass receiving with 26
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linings - Add fluid, clean front wheel
bearings. - Inspect, repack bearings
with approved credit
BOB Coldwater Road Near 5 Poin
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AND THE THROW --Shortstop Don Duke comes up with the boll and gets ready to fire to first to nail a
Marshall County runner. Behind Duke is second-baseman Lindy Suiter.
(Sniff Photo by Mike ',rhombi)




Dick Allen finally learned
Wednesday night why Phila-
delphia is called the City of
Brotherly Love.
The good burghers of that
Pennsylvania metropolis, who
have been accused of booing fu-
nerals, welcomed Allen back to
baseball with three standing
ovations. And the controversial
slugger came through with a
single his first time up as the
Phillies blanked the Cincinnati
Reds 4-0 behind Steve Carlton's
seven-hit pitching.
"They showed me what kind
of town this could be," said Al-
len, who spent the first six
years of his career in Phila-
delphia and was one of the
boobirds' favorite targets. "I'd
like to see it stay that way, and
I think it will as long as I pro-
duce."
Elsewhere in the National
League, the St. Louis Cardinals
downed the Los Angeles Dodg-
ers 7-4, the Houston Astros out-
slugged the Chicago Cubs 11-7,
the Pittsburgh Pirates nipped
the San Diego Padres 5-4 in 11
Innings, the New York Meta
trimmed the San Francisco Gi-
ants 5-1 and the Montreal
Expos edged the Atlanta
Braves 5-4.
But baseball's eyes were on
the 33-year-old Allen, who
hadn't faced a major league
pitcher in 248 days since his
tearful "retirement" from the
Chicago White Sox last Septem-
ber. After his first-inning single
off rookie Pat Darcy, Allen
flied out and grounded out be-
fore leaving in the seventh in-
ning to rest a slightly sprained
ankle. He handled seven
chances cleanly at first base.
The 30,908 fans at Veterans
Stadium roared every time Al-
len exhaled. They gave hirn a
standing ovation when the line-
ups were announced. They gave
him another when he made all
three putouts in the top of the
first inning. They roared as
though he had just won the sev-
enth game of the World Series
when he singled in the bottom
of the first.
Carlton handed the Reds
their second consecutive shut-
out. Greg Luzinski singled
home the only run he needed in
the first inning, Larry Bowe de-
livered an RBI single in the
sixth and the Phillies got their
final two runs in the eighth on
a double by Garry Maddox, sin-
gles by Luzinski and Tommy
Hutton—Allen's replacement—
and an infield hit by Carlton.
Cardinals 7, Dodgers 4
Ted Simmons' two-run double
and Ken Reitz' two-run single
highlighted a five-run rally in






PRIZE MONEY Plus TROPHIES
Got Tow fatry In Early
Limit 60 cars
Casreact any krreib. M..sb. to Firry Munk
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that bounced over the left field
wall brought the Cardinals
from behind against Doug Rau.
Reitz followed with a drive off
the foot of relief pitcher Rick
Rhoden, capping the uprising.
Astros 11, Cubs 7
Doug Rader slammed a two-
run homer in the first inning
and a three-run blast in the
seventh. Tom Griffin won his
first game in six decisions but
was replaced in the sixth when
the Cubs scored two runs, nar-
rowing the margin to 6-5.
Pirates 5, Padres 4
Bill Robinson singled home
the winning run with two out in
the llth inning off Bill Greif
after Dave Parker drilled a
one-out double. The Padres tied
the game in the eighth on a
run-scoring double by Dave
Winfield and an RBI single by
Willie McCovey, who also
blasted his fourth homer in the
fourth inning.
Mets 5,, Giants 1
Rusty Staub drove in three
S
(111 lot ‘1 1 1 p(.! it ;- I
runs with a homer and single
and Dave Kingman delivered a
two-run double while Jerry
Koosman pitched an erratic
five-hitter. Koosman got him-
self in trouble several tithes by
issuing eight walks but the Gi-
ants managed tri score only in
the third inning on singles by
Derrel Thomas and Willie Mon-
tanez and Gary Matthews'
grounder. Koosman struck out
eight in handing the Giants
their sixth consecutive defeat.
Expos 5, Braves 4
Pepe Mangual's run-scoring
single capped a three-run sev-
enth inning rally that gave
Montreal a 5-3 lead. Gary Car-
ter doubled with one out and
moved to third on Barry
Foote's single. One out later,
Carter scored the tying run on
Jose Morales' double. Foote
scored on an error by Atlanta
shortstop Larvell Blanks and
pinch runner Pete Mackanin
scored the eventual winning
run on Mangual's single.
PORTS




BALTIMORE AP) — Foolish
Pleasure, the Kentucky Derby
winner, and nine rivals posing
a threat to his Triple Crown
chances were expected to be
entered today in the 100th run-
ning of the $150,000-added
Preakness Stakes.
Owners of the 10 colts, who
already have paid $100 nomi-
nation fees, faced a charge of
$1,000 to pass the entry box and
another $1,000 to start in the 1
3-16 mile classic at Pimlico
Race Course on Saturday.
With two owners ready to pay
another $10,000 each in supple-
mentary entry fees, since their
colts were not nominated, the
race would gross 3 record
$210,600 and the winner would
get a record $158,100.
Bold Chapeau, one of three
entries rated at 20-1 by Pimlico
oddsmaker Earle Hart, became
the first official entry Wednes-
day.
Fred Wyble, trainer and par-
towner of Bold Chapeau, called
in the -entry by telephone from
his home in Opelousas, La.,
where he has been detained be-
cause of the serious illness of
his mother-in-law.
Dr. Anthony Leggio, the other
major owner of Bold Chapeau,
the eighth-place finisher in the
Kentucky Derby, and minority
owner Tom Isbell are expected
to be on hand for the Preak-
ness. If Wyble can't make it,
the colt will be saddled by
Stephen A. Long.
Foolish Pleasure, scheduled
to face six of the 14 opponents
he whipped in the Derby on
May 3, has been installed a 6-5
choice to make the Preakness
his 12th victory in 13 career
starts.
A victory also would send
him into the Belmont Stakes at
Belmont Park of June 7 with a
chance to become thoroughbred
racing's 10th Triple Crown
champion.
Error-Proned Tigers Knocked
Out Of. District By Marshals
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger Si Times Sports Editor
Whoever said that walks
always come around to haunt a
team must have played on a
club that didn't make any
errors.








Milwaukee 16 11 .593
Boston 14 12 ,538
Baltimore 14 15 .483
Detroit 13 14 .481
Cleveland 12 16 .429
New York 12 18 .400
West
Oakland 19 12 .613
Texas 18 12 .600
Kansas City 17 16 .515
Califortsia 16 31 .485
MinneSbta 13 14 .481
Chicago 12 19 .387
Wednesday's Results
Baltimore 3, Chicago 2
Kansas City 4, Detroit 1
Minnesota 3, Cleveland 0
Milwaukee 2, Texas 2, 14 in
flings, suspended game




Konsas City (Busby 5-2) at
Boston (Tient 3-4), (n)
Cleveland (Hood 1 1) -at Min
nescita (Blyleven 4-1 or Corbin
0-2), (n)
Milwaukee e Texas, corn
pletion of 14 inning suspended
game, In)
Milwaukee (Broberg 5-3) at
Texas (Hargan 31) (n)
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Kansas City at Boston, (n)
California at Baltimore, (n)
Oakland at New York, (n)
Detroit at Texas, (n)
Milwaukee at Minnesota, (n)











Pitchers but oh those dog-gone
errors.
Murray High hurler Tony
Thurmond watched as his
teammates committed six
saris
miscues that enabled Marshall
County to take the District
championship with a 5-2 win
Wednesday afternoon over the
Tigers at Holland Stadium.
READY TO FIRE—Tony Thurmond of Murray High looks toward
home plate and starts to go into his windup. The hard-throwing
junior of the Tigers, who last week set a school record with 19
strikeouts in a win over Calloway County, fell victim to errors Wed-
nesday and lost 5-2 to Marshall County in the District finals.
(Photo by Donne Hughes)
Jacklin Says He Plans To Play
Rest Of His Life In America
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Tony Jacklin, a bright and
breezy Briton who abandoned
the U.S. pro golf tour two years
ago, made his return to full-
time American competition to-
day in the first round of the
$150,000 New Orleans Open.
"I'll be playing here the rest
of my competitive life," said
Jacklin, a 30-year-old former
British and U.S. Open cham-
pion who encountered a variety
of difficult, perplexing prob-
lems in his two seasons of com-
petition in Britain and zrope
Foremost among them—and
the principal reason for his re-
turn to the United States--is
the collapse of the British econ-
omy and the enormous taxes he
encountered at home.
He was prompted to sell his'
castle in England and seek a
tax shelter on the Isle of Jer-
sey, where he is subject to only
a 20 per cent tax on his income.
To receive that shelter, how-
ever, he is prohibited from
playing in Britain for a couple
of years—including the British
Open.
So he applied for, and re-
ceived, full reinstatement of his
playing rights on the American
tour.
"I'm really very glad to be
coming back," Jacklin said.
And he's coming back with a
different attitude.
"The last two or three years
that I played here before, about
half my mind always was at
home," he said. "I really didn't
devote myself to the game here
as I should have. As a result, I
suffered for it.
"This time is different. I
know I'm to be making my liv-
Flyers And Sabres Have Battle




The battle plans have been
drawn for tonight's opening
game of the Stanley Cup finals
They are surprisingly similar
for both clubs
Stop the other team's top
center.
After the Philadelphia Flyers
completed their light workout
Wednesday, they spoke almost
unanimously about Buffalo Sa-
bres' center Gilbert Perreault--
the man they. all feel has to be
contained to insure a successful
defense of the National Hockey
League championship they won
last season.
"The only guy we've got to
stop before he gets otit of his
zone is Perreault," said Flyers'
defenseman Andre Dupont.
"He's really good with that
puck, so we've got to forecheck
like crazy. If you hawk him all
night, he's bound to panic. So
we'll be out to get a piece of
him every time he touches the
puck."
First, they've got to catch
Perreault, one of the sport's
most elusive players. And if
Philadelphia succeeds, they
still have to contend with Rick
Martin and Rene Robert, the
wings on Perreault's "French
Connection" line.
The trio amassed 291 points
in the regular season as Martin
collected 52 goals, Robert 40
and Perreault 39 to lead the
league in scoring by a line. But
if they have a nemesis, it lies
in the Flyers, who have not lost





NHL crown never have won a
game on Flyers' ice. After the
opener of the best-of-seven
series tonight, Sunday's second
game will be nationally tele-
vised before the set moves to
Buffalo for Games 3 and
The Sabres feel the key to
their hopes lies in stopping cen-
ter Bobby Clarke, the spar-
kplug of the Philadelphia at-
tack.
"To beat the Flyers, we have
to handle Bobby Clarke," says
Sabres' 'Coach Floyd Smith.
"We haven't been able to
handle him in any of our
games, and it's about time we
started."
(rig —and will be playing here—
from now on. It gives you a dif-
ferent perspective on things."
Jacklin, who played the
American tour regularly for
about five years, has been Eu-
rope's leading drawing card for
several seasons. He said he
plans to play about four months
on his current American swing. 
His return offered a highlight
to the 72-hole test that began
today on the 7,080-yard, par-72
Lakewood Country Club course.
Among the other major
standouts were defending title-
holder Lee Trevino, veteran
Billy Casper and young Tom
Watson, a winner last week in
Only one of the runs off the
Tiger junior hurler was earned.
And the rest, well the Tigers
and Thurmond would just as
soon forget about them.
'The game started out well for
the Tigers and it lasted for four
innings.
In the bottom of the first, the
Tigers struck for three hits to
put two tallies on the board.
Lindy Suiter started the contest
for the Tigers by ripping a hard
single off a Larry McGregor
fastball.
After one out, Lindsey
Hudpeth plugged the gap in
rightcenter for a double, sen-
ding in Suiter. After two were
out, Tony Bayless pounded a
single to left and the Tigers led
2-0.
Marshall County got its first
run in the third inning. Richard
Harrington struck out but the
ball got away from catcher Jeff
Oakley, who threw high to first
base for an error. Following an
error on the shortstop,
McGregor aided his own cause
with a' single, scoring
Harrington and cigking the lead
in half.
Then in the fifth frame, the
real damage was done. With
two out and a man on first, Dale
Cannon singled to center. The
ball got past Lindsey Hudspeth
and the tying run marched
across. Another single and an
error pushed across the second
Marshall County run of the
frame and gave the Marshals a
3-2 edge.
Marshall County used three
hits and two errors to add
another pair of runs in the sixth
inning to wrap the game up in
the win column.
Thurmond allowed seven hits
to the Marshals while fanning
seven and walking three.
McGregor struck out three and
didn't allow a pass.
The loss ends the Tiger season
at 7-9 while the Marshals will
carry an 8-10 record into the
Regional Tournament next
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.1Na:on TAX CUT FOR COST OF
LIVING
*BETTER DEAL FOR LOCAL SCHOOLS
'BETTER LIFE FOR SENIOR CITIZENS
*LOCAL GOVERNMENTS SHARING
IN SALES TAX
*COMMON SENSE & HARD WORK IN
GOVERNMENT
0.0 Sole MI Ile Approludeer







In this critical period of growth for Calloway County there is a desperate need for first rate representation in
the State Legislature. Calloway County must have a man of the highest integrity and broadest experience to
make sure that this county is not shortchanged in any way.
Most of you know Harry M. Sparks personally or through his outstanding leadership as President of Murras
State University, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, and a valued individual of this community. His
leadership and drive have been major contributing factors toward our progress and growth.
There are two Calloway County men in this rate, and it could cost Calloway County the seat in the Senate
A divided vote in Calloway County is the only way the Mayfield candidate can possibly win, and take the




We will elect one of Kentucky's most outstanding
leaders as our Senator. Harry M. Sparks has always sup-
ported us_
NOW LET'S SUPPORT HIM ALL THE WAY.
This informational advertisement was written and paid for by
friends of Harry M. Sparks. Jack Gardner Sec.
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Warriors End Series
By Edging Bulls 83-79
By ERIC PREWM
AP Sports Writer
OAKLAND AP ) - The Gold-
en State Warriors head into the
National Basketball Association
,championship series the same
way they opened the season, as
decided underdogs.
"But if we play like this
against Washington, we're go-
ing to give them a battle," said
Rick Barry, whose 14 points in
a fourth quarter drive Wednes-
day night led the Warriors to
an 83-79 victory over the Chi-
('ago Bulls in the decisive sev-
enth game of th Western Con-
ference finals.
Washington's Bullets, who
dethroned the defending NBA
champion Boston Celtics to win
the Eastern Conference title,
will host the first game of the
playoff finals Sunday in land-
over, Md.
The Bulls were favored over
Golden State, having beaten the
Warriors in three of four regu-
lar season meetings, and the
Bulls led the series 3-2 going
into Game 6 last Sunday on
their home court.
-We had our chance in Chi-
cago and let it slip away,"
Bulls' Coach Dick Motta said.
"We got a second chance here
but just weren't up to it."
The Warriors, who won 86-72
with Barry scoring 36 points
Sunday, trailed by as many as
14 points Wednesday night as
Barry made just two of his first
15 shots. Their successful
catch-up drive began late in the
third period after Coach Al At-
tles had brought Barry to the
bench for the third time in the
game.
"I don't think I've ever seen
a game more symbolic of team
effort than this one. We got
great performances from
people who hadn't been playing
much," said Attles.
"Then Rick got off and run-
ning in the fourth quarter, and
that was the ball game," Attles
concluded.
"Keith Wilkes kept us in the
game," said Barry, praising
the rookie forward who scored
23 points, one more than Bar-
ry's total.
Wednesday night's comeback
victory was the third of the
series for the Warriors, who
trailed by nine before winning
in Chicago Sunday and battled
from 19 points back to win
Game 4 here.
Chet Walker was the top Chi-
cago scorer, with 21 points, but
had only seven after the first
half. Bob Love tallied 17 points,






Those unidentified flying ob-
jects coming from the pitcher's
mound sure baffled Boog Pow-
ell.
•'I couldn't tell what he was
throwing.. it was some kind of
a trick pitch," the Cleveland
slugger said after sighting the
UFOs from the right arm of
Minnesota's Jim Hughes,
Whatever Hughes had up his
sleeve sailed right by the
Cleveland hitters Wednesday
night and ignited the Twins to a
3-0 American League victory.
"Hughes is as smart a young
pitcher as I've ,seen in quite a
while," said Minnesota Man-
ager Frank Quilici. "He has a
good assortment of pitches and
the ability to change speeds,
which should make him effec-
tive."
Hughes has been a shot in the
right a..rm for Minnesota, since
being given a chance to start
because of the -Twins' mound
problems. Joe Decker and
Dave Goltz, a pair of right-
handers, have been sidelined
for some time now due to ill-
ness and injury.
Since joining the starting ro-
tation, the rookie has chalked
up a 3-1 record, including three
straight victories. Before
Wednesday night's shutout, his
first in the majors, Hughes had
a strong, complete-game per-
formance against Baltimore.
"I like to work fast," said
Hughes, partially explaining
the key to his sudden success.
"I think it helps the fielders to
stay ready."
In the other American
League games, the Baltimore
Orioles nipped the Chicago
White Sox 3-2; the Kansas City
Royals trimmed the Detroit Ti-
gers 4-1 and the New York
Yankees beat the California An-
gels 4-3 in 10 innings. The game
between the. Texas Rangers and
Milwaukee Brewers was sus-
pended after 14 innings under
the American League's 1 a.m.
curfew rule with the teams tied
at 2-2. It will be resumed
tonight before their regularly
SAVE *12 to$27
over regular price when you buy pairs
Sears STEEL-BELTED
RADIAL 36S
AR78- 13 T rheless Whitewall
:38 plus $2.02
Fed. Ex. Tax
plus2 for $ 64 $4-04
Steel cord resists cutting better
than any of our other belling
material. Radial plies let
sideralls Bei independently
of the tread, freeing the tread
to really hug be read.
Tubeless 40-inch Whitewalls-Prices Include Fed, Ex. Tax
SIZE Also fits Catalog No, Wt. Each 2 for
AR 78-13 6.00-13 95R51662C 22 lb5. $40.02 $a.04
CR78-13 6,50-13 95R51642C 24 lbs, 4-4.51 71.52
ER78-14 7,35-14 95R51712C 28 lbs. 49.58 86.66
FR78-14 7.75-14 95R51762C 30 lbs. 53.81 89.62
GR78-14 8.25-14 95R51742C 31 lbs. 56.95 95.90
HR78-14' 8.55-14 95R51722C 32 lbs. 63.15 102.30
GR78-15 8.25-15 95R51842C 32 lbs. 62.05 102.10
HR78-15 8.55-15 95R51822C 33 lbs. 65.26 108.52
JR78-15 8.85-15 95R51892C 35 lbs. 69.44 113.38
LR7E3-15 9.15-15 95R51802C 37 lbs. 72.60 118.20
'This tire has .75-in. whitewall
CUT II HIGH VOLTAGEBATTERY
GUARANTEED 42 MONTHS
High Volt•ge me•ita str•ight-
thriiiigh•the'-partition cell connector*
dolly, more initial otarting power
than an otherwise identical battery




Free replacement within B0 d.y.
o( purchiar if battery prover,
defmtive Afton 90 days we volt
replace it *nth a 01../ battery if
defective. charging only for the
period n( ownership Your
monthly charges fnr ownership
will he coinputerl by dividing
the current sellout Iwtre RTs
trade-in at the time of rettirn,
by the number of months of
guar•ntee
THESE PRICES EXPIRE JUNE 23, 1975
• Prices are Catalog Prices • Shipnien and Installation noi included
Sears SEARS CATALOG SALES OFFICE
1 Imakii6e Wapping Ceder None 153 100
scheduled contest in Arlington,
Tex.
Hughes did a lot for Min-
nesota, but he didn't do it all.
'Rod Carew stole home for the
10th time in his career and Lar-
ry Hisle and Bobby Darwin
each clouted their fourth home
runs of the season as Gaylord
Perry, 4-5, suffered his third
straight loss for the Indians.
Orioles 3, White Sox 2
Bobby Grich singled with one
out in the ninth inning and Don
Baylor slammed the next pitch
from Chicago relief ace Terry
Forster for a triple, lifting Bal-
timore over the White Sox.
After being shut out for six in-
nings on three hits by Wilbur
Wood, the Orioles tied the score
2-2 in the seventh. Wood issued
a leadoff walk to Tommy
Davis, who scored on Baylor's
two-out double high off the left
field wall, about a foot short of
a home run. Brooks Robinson
then greeted Forster, 2-3, with
a game-tying single.
Royals 4, Tigers 1
Vada Pinson drove in two
runs with a homer and single
and also doubled twice as Kan-
sas City beat Detroit behind
Nelson Briles' five-hit pitching.
Yanks 4, Angels 3
Bobby Bonds' bases-loaded
sacrifice fly in the 10th inning Laird.
lifted Catfish Hunter and New Brewer. 
16 IT; 
and
lio,,ealtnaly D mer and El‘rnnurerienen
York over California. The victo- Cahoon and Euldene Robinson
ry was Hunter's fourth in his
%swam, Ahem*.
last five starts and evened his
record at 4-4. No 1 Tee-- Jack and Rae Warford, Rob
and Jane Bradley, Margaret and J R. Nut-
Brewers 2, Rankers 2 chulNo8°rL. 2 Tee - Bert and Herb Schreiner,
The marathon game between Clarence and Helen Branch. Purcloon
was sus- 
Betty
and Saundra Bradley,Texas and Milwaukee
Lovett 4 ttandee  Sh rd.
pended under the American Jim and Sue Cash, Hal and Mary Hunter.
Stub-
League rule that no inning can 
HiabppDurman:ndjitani&e
be started after 1 a.m. locally. 
bleNfl'el5c1,Teile-a
Dorothy Ramage and Jim Williams
The start of the game was de- f014eitio L'erteety nInnaapnedr Mvaary
eFimcri;si lWaanrd-
layed about an hour and 13 Spanky Newton
minutes by rain and then it No. 7 Tee -Elizabeth S1 ever, 
CrSam licealandnd aro4
took more than 31-2 hours to Lowry, Venela Serton and Cook Sanders.
No. 8 Tee - Perry and Margaretplay. Fowler. Lots and Bill Lanagan, Cloys and
Laurel Henderson.Milwaukee took a 2-0 lead in No. 9 Tee - Bob and Carol Giles, John
the fourth inning off Texas and Sondra Childress, Richard and
southpaw Clyde Wright on Der- Ge°No .1a0Dceevis- Dot and Forrest craig.
rell Porter's two-run single. Mack and Mary Bain, John and Irene
The Rangers tied it in the E'"ingthn-0. 11 Tee -- Doris and Forrest
sixth. Willie Davis looped a Charles and Sue Taylor, Mary and .
double to left and Jeff Bur- Mort"No, 12 Tee - Denny and Saundra FA-
roughs crashed another double wards, Junior and Emma Lou Story, Ira
off the right field wall, scoring LeeNoaud1.3BoTnneele -StTir and Mrs Jimmy
Davis. Burroughs went to third Sutherland, Ronnie Ross and Grace
on a groundout and scored on jarz,inoesis°Ltma-nt:egerYe 'Wl:rItc,7;:nn}dC Part-
Ed Sprague's wild pitch. ner, Jerry Hopkins and Mary Alice Smith,
Mickey and Della Boggess.
cPORTS Laker Girls Close Out
L3URRAY LEDGER & TIMES t's% uccessful Track Year
Laker Boys Take Third
In Final Track Meet
Host Calloway County placed
third in its own triangular track
meet Wednesday afternoon.
The Laker boys got just 381 2
points while Fulton City, a
distant second place, had 42.
Crittenden Coupty rolled up 85
points to easily win the meet.
Calloway had one win in the
field events. Russell Hopkins
had a 100-4 to win the discus
while Terry Clarin 92-4 placed
third. In the shot put, Kerry
Wyatt had a 37-4 for first place
while Paul Liles tied for second
in the triple jump with a 32-1.
Ronnie Olive scored three
second places in the sprint
races. In the 100, he was second
with a 10.7 while in the 220, he
ran a 23.8 for second.
The 440-yard dash found Olive
second with a 53.8 while Paul
Guy was fourth with a 67.6.
Tommy Futrell won one event
and took second in another.
Futrell was second in the 880-




Jim Barr of the San Fran-
cisco Giants had the best con-
trol of any National League
pitcher in 1974. He walked only
1.76 men per nine innings for
186 innings.
The annual Belles and Beaux
Golf Tournament will be held at
the Oaks Country Club on
Saturday and Sunday.
Parings for the tourney,




No. 1 Tee - James and Ruth McCabe.
Stan and .Mary Jane Key, Jimmy and
Carita Lamb.
No, 2 Tee - Bill and Polly Seale, Mike
Morgan and Karen Hargrove, Homer
and Debbie Branch,
No. 4 Tee - Bob and Robbie LeMastus,
Ted and Mary Lawson, Eddie and Eva
Clees.
No. 5 Tee - Thomas and Virginia Jones.
Charles and Essoe Caldwell, Max and
Murrelle Walker.
No. 6 Tee - Roger and Bobbie Puckett.
Dale and Vicki Nance, Bill and Mary
Bogard.
No. 7 Tee - Paul Jerry Lee and Wanda
Nance, Jerry and Carolyn Caldwell, R. B
Morgan and Linda Drake.
No 8 Tee - Jim White and Clentia
Gallirnore, Rudell Parks and Marilyn
Chatman. Roy and Jane Cothran.
No. 9 Tee - Ed and Daisy Konce, chuck
and Till Garrison, Bill and Marty Boor.
No. 10 Tee -- J. P. and Laura Parker.
Ted and Marge Key, John and Helen
Gilbert.
No. 11 Tee - Jim and Betty Freeman,
Charles and Carolyn Cummins, Harry and
Barbara Hook.
No. 12 Tee -- Nicky Ryan and Mable
Rogers, Amos and Nell Tackett, Clayton
Hargrove and Bobbie Buchanan.
No. 13 Tee - Doug and Judy Willoughby,
Bobby and Nan7 Hall, 'Bill and Janice
EARN ilANNUALINTEREST
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Chicago 19 10 _655
Pittsburgh 15 12 556
Philphia 15 14 517
New 'York 13 14 481
St LouiS 13 16 448
Montreal 12 15 444
West
Los Angeles 23 12 657
Cincinnati 18 16 529
Atlanta 18 18 .500
San Diego 15 18 .455











Houston 12 24 333 111/2
Wednesday's Games
St Louis 7, Los Angeles 4
Houston 11, Chicago 7
Philadelphia 4, Cincinnati 0
Pittsburgh 5, San Diego 4; 11
innings
Montreal 5, Atlanta .1
New 'York 5. San Franosco I
Thursday', Games
Houston (Richard 3-1) at Chi-
cago ( Reuschel 2-3)
Cincinnati (Kirby 2 3 and
Norman 2-1 or Billingharn 32)
at Philadelphia (Twitchell 3.4
and Lonborg 3 1), 2, Ilni
Atlanta (Niekro 2,3) at mon.
ireal (Rents() 0.11, (n1 -
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Cincinnati at Montreal, (n-1
Ailanta at Philadelphia, In)
New 'York at Houston, In:
Chicago at San Diego, In
Pittsburgh at Los Anunins,
)
St. Louis at San Francisco,
in)
Hargrove was third with a,
7:26.4.
In the mile-run, Futrell won
with a 5:07, The two-mile run
found Randy McCallon third
with a 12:03 while Steve Mc-
Cuiston took fourth with a 13:36.
Gary Henson had the only
place in the hurdling events. His
24.2 earned a third in the 180-low
hurdles.
Calloway will be in the
Regional meet Saturday at
Tilghman.
COVERS THE SULKY
YONKERS, N.Y. (AP) -
Austin Hope of Gainesville,
Ga., is 220 pounds and 6 feet 6
but he gets the job done as a
harness driver at Yonkers
Raceway.
Says Hope: "I don't feel that
my height and weight are hand-
icaps to the horses. But it sure
is uncomfortable for me. Some-
times when I drive my elbows
touch my knees."
The Calloway County girl's
track team improved its season
record to 9-1 by winning a
triangular meet at CCHS
Wednesday afternoon.
The Lakers rolled up 85'2
points while Marshall County
was a distant second with 36 and
Crittenden County third with
30'2.
Again, Felicia Pinner won
three events for the Lakers.
Her win in the field events
was in the long jump where she
won with a 15-3'2 while team-
mate Vicky Butterworth was
second with a 13-10. Other field
events found Melessa Thorne
second in the discus with an 84-
7. Vickie Carraway second in
the high jump with a 4-7 and
Sandra Duncan second in the
shot with 28-6. Third places
went to Marilyn McKenzie in
the discus and Janet Arnold in
the high jump while Kim Kemp
was fourth in the shot put.
Pinner scored her two wins in
the sprint ,races in the track
events. She recorded a 66.4 to
win the quarter while Diana
Lawrence was second with a
70.8.
In the 220-yard dash, Pinner
was first with a 26.6 while Diane
Olive was second with a 28.5.
Butterworth won the 100 with
an 11.8 while Clara Cole took
second with a 12.1. The 880-yard
run had Vickie Carraway
winning a 2:42.2 while Jamie
Morrison was second with a
2:47.3.
There were two personal
bests in the mile-run. Lisa
Carraway was second with a
6:31.2 while Terri Morris took
third in 6:36.6.
In the hurdling events, Arnold
was second in the 110's with an
18.9 while Karen McKinney's
19.0 earned a third. The 60-yard
hurdles found McKinney second
with a 10.0 while Arnold was
fourth.
Three Laker relay teams
won.
The 440-relay team of But-
terworth, Cole, Kathy Johnson
and Olive took first in 54.9. The
880-relay team consisting of the
same people won with a 1:58.
In the 880-medley relay, Cole,
Lawrence, Johnson and Pinner
ran the legs as the Lakers won
with a 2:08.9.
The mile-relay was the only
relay event the Lakers failed to
win. Calloway placed second
with a 5:03.4. Running legs were
Sandy Bibb, Sharon McKinney,
Tammy Miller and Lawrence.
The triangular brings to an
end the regular season for the
Laker girls. They will par-
ticipate in the Regional meet
which will begin at 11 a. m.
Saturday at Paducah Tilghman
A FRIENDLY SKUNK
SAFtATOGA SPRINGS, N.Y
(AP) - It was Halloween Eve
at the Saratoga harness track
and onlookers scented some-
thing was wrong when the pole
horse conceded the right of way
to a skunk leisurely pacing
across the track. The horses
were just coming onto the track
for their warmup. While no
horses were spooked in the ac-
tual running of the race, the
judges ruled the skunk "out of
odor."
Those special moments
What are those special moments?
They're those little times in our
lives that quietly live on long after
the days and years have passed.
It's the flickering ember of a
pleasant memory that gently re-
kindles itself into a glowing fire
as thoughts of days gone by are
stirred gently in our minds.
that's what a Harris Flote-Bote
is all about. Enjoying those spe-
cial moments to their fullest.
Whether you're welcoming old
friends onboard or making new
ones. your Harris Flote-Bote is
the perfect setting to capture the
mood and memory of any
moment.
Quiet as-a gentle breeze or as
exciting as you want it to be.
that's the true beauty of a Harris
Flote-Bote. From a private retreat
under star studded skies. to
moments of excitement and an-
ticipation as you race across the
waves, it's all yours to enjoy.
Briskly skiing across the surface
diving to new depths of adventure
below or gently cruising to ports
unknown, with a Harris Flote-Bote
it's always a world as new as
tomorrow. A world that's filled





dealer in USA lot 28'
Flote-Bote Stern Orive
-,' Service AA-1. We
have NO dissatisfied
customers
- Sales and Service
over 100 miles radius
including Kentucky
Lake and Barkley Lake
We sell out of stock
No waiting to order,
see what you get. All
colors to choose from
Demonstrations in
the water at all times -
year around.
You do benefit when
you deal with a 5 star
dealer. Large Volume-
Lower Overhead -
Means Lower Prices to
you!!
Something for everyone
Fishing, skiing or just cruising along to your heart's content. A
Harris Flote-Bote is the perfect answer to every boating need.
Outboard to stern drive, Harris Flote-Botes mean more things
to more people than any other boat:
We receive load after load from the makers of America's No. 1 Pontoon
boat which we sell to the No. 1 people in the world - YOU, our customer -
which in turn has made us the No. 1 Dealer in the U. S. A. for the 28'
Harris Flote Bote
Don McClure
See us for these well known Quality Boats
Houseboats: Stardust Cruiser-Gibson-Somerset & Floating Queen
Flotebote Pontoon Boats (2nd largest dollar volume dealer in U. S.
'Arrow Glass-Bonanza-Carlson-Glastron-Mantra-Ski-Barge
Distributor for Shore-`Land 'R Trailers
Our Outboards are equipped with Evinrude. Mercury and Johnson
Our Stemdrives are either OMC or MerCruiser
Panorama Shores on Kentucky lake
Grayson McClure
Take 94 East out of Murray - 2 miles - Turn on 280 - Follow 280 past Bonner's Grocery ( approx. 7 
ii miles) Take blacktop in-
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Bruce aayton proudly displays the trophy and check he
received as one of the winners in the Accordion Teacher's
Guild National music championship. Each contestant was
required to play three major compositions. The competition
was held in St. Louis, Mo. Area residents will have an op-
portunity to hear the young Murray youth when he appears
in concert at Murray State University, Sunday afternoon, May
18.
Environmental Quality Board
Seeks Nuclear Waste Answers
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
Environmental Quality Com-
mission wants to know more
about possible radiation leaks
at Maxey Flats in Fleming
County.
Suspicion that a leak exists on
the nuclear waste disposal site
run by Nuclear Engineering Co.
on land leased by the state since
1963 led the citizens advisory
commission to the Kentucky
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection to begin questioning
government officials at its last
meeting.
The commission determined
that responsibility for the site is
divided among several state
and federal agencies, including
the federal Nuclear Regulatory
Commission. The commission
voted to ask Gov. Julian Carroll
for assistance in acquiring the
necessary personnel to










Where the future is now
MetropollIan Ltfe, New York, N V.
Answering a commission:
request, John Roberts, director
of the state division of
reclamation, delineated the
provisions of proposed strip
mine reclamation legislation
and compared them to Ken-
tucky requirements. Many of
the federal requirements are
not included in the state's laws
or regulations.
Both new and existing strip
mines must comply with eight
major provisions of the federal
law. New mines must comply
immediately, existing ones
within 135 days after the law's
effective date. They must ad-
vertise, demonstrate an equal
or higher land use, develop
hydrologic consequences or
reclamation, grade the land to
approximate original contours,




guidelines and meet rigid
requirements on mining land
steeper than 20 degrees.
Roberts said the federal
provisions will necessitate an
enormous amount of paperwork




other experts needed to meet
the federal law also may put a
strain on both the operators and
the agencies.
In other action, the com-
mission adopted recom-
mendations of its Noise Ad-
visory Committee, which call
for adequate funds to allow the
noise control agency to collect
data, conduct investigations,
train its staff and hire con-
sultants.
The next meeting of the
Environmental Quality Com-












Complete Show of the
Best in Campers










Built-in condenser mike. Auto
-Level recording Automatic-
Stop auxiliary input jacks, eject 
button. Digital counter,
battery/level meter With wp_hone, AC cord. 
Batteries extra.
95
12VDC Adapter For Operating 
Portable
Recorders, Radios, Etc. From 
Cigarette










Our popular Nova -8 at 36%





and tweeter controls for adjusting to any
ROOM acoustics. Handsome oiled walnut veneer cabinet








complex computations Automatic constant works
in all 5 functions Percent key, clear entry, floating decimal
Uses batteries or 120 VAC with optional adapter
PRICES ON OUR 1975
CALCULATOR LINE REDUCED TO CLEAR!
Regularly $49.95 to S99.95
NOW $29.95 to $59.95
HURRY FOR 40% SAVINGS ON
REALISTIC R- AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
Reg. 249.95What a bargain! Our sale-priced
STA-76 with FM muting, separate
bass, treble. balance and volume
controls Main/remote speaker
switch, tape monitor, built-in
4-channel synthesizer And much
more! There s only one place you
can find it .. Radio Shack.
SAVE $1258°
ON THIS SYSTEM




. STA-76 AM-FM Stereo Receiver
. Two MC-1000 Walnut Veneer Bookshelf Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB-12C 3-Speed Automatic







































































































































RADIO SHACK HASN'T RAISED A PRICE SINCE JULY, 1974 BUT WE'VE LOWERED THEM PLENTY!
Hours - Monday - Friday 10-9
Saturday 10-7 Not Open on Sunday







at .a0.0 1.1.C• DI MI el
.0. FOO ,nn VG"
•Clift ••••41.1101.000
PRiCES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORE'
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lohn Denton, Frankfort, seated left, conducted a workshop
on Sersices to the 1ged. Blind, and Disabled" Monday and
Tuesday. On the right, seated, is Dorothy Nanny, team
eader, Marshall-Calloway County. Standing are Kate Henton




A ,ia-kshop on "Services to
the Aged, Blind, and Disabled"
was conducted in Mayfield on
May 12 and 13 for the staff of the
Pureau for Social Services in
the Purchase District.
Shirley Goins and Estalene
Jenkins, health care specialists,
and John Denton, family ser-
vices specialist, from the
--flareau in Frankfort, conducted
the, two-day workshop. Roy
White, regional BSS family
services specialist and Frances
Wilson, Western State Hospital
BSS social worker, were also
leaders in the workshop.
Attending the workshop (rum
Calloway County were Dorothy
Nanny, team leader and Bonnie
Ashby, social worker. •
The Bureau for Social Ser-
vices is responsible for the
delivery of a wide range of
social services to the aged,
blind and disabled individual




Emphasized at the workshop
were services to ensure the
maximum level of physical,
emotional, and mental health of
the individual. These services
included information and
referral to meet the needs of
health, finances, housing and
recreation coordination and
follow-up referrals to com-
munity resources: homemaker
services to assist in areas of
nutrition, budgeting, marketing
and household chores: and
transportation to enable the
individual to utilize available
resources.
Stressed by the Bureau for
Social Services is utilization of
all support services to enable
the individual to remain in a
family surrounding and to
remain ,as independent as
possible.
Participants at the workshop
also discussed the licensing
procedure and regulations for
alternate care facilities, as well
as the responsibility of the BSS
staff in- working with the
operators of these facilities and
the families of the individual.
The object of this program is to
help the individual who cannot
return home make an
propriate adjustment and to
insure that adequate care is
being provided.
More information concerning
referrals for services to aged,
blind and disabled persons ma
be obtained by contacting the
local Bureau for Social Services
office. The Calloway Count.








since Dec. 2, 1974
Ron
Christopher
Paid tor by Campaign tuna Rod Christopher For Commonwealth At-
torney Mrs, Harold Hurt. Treasurer, 3n 77, Murray, Ky. 42071
Snowmakers May Have To Be
Taken To Northern Alaska
WASHINGTON i AP --- It
might seem like carrying coals
to Newcastle but builders of a
proposed natural gas pipeline
above the Arctic Circle may
have to bring snowmaking ma-
chines to northern Alaska.
The snow would be used to
build roads which would protect
the tundra underneath. The tun-
dra is the delicate arctic soil
that quickly erodes once its
surface is broken.
The environmental director of
the Alaskan Arctic Gas Pipe-
line Co. on Tuesday expressed
concern that sufficient snow
might not protect the ground in
late autumn when construction
of the pipeline would begin.
The environmental expert,
Russell A. Hemstock, said at a
Federal Power Commission
hearing that the area's climate
is dry and as little as 30 inches
of snow falls there each year
despite its northern location.
He was testifying on behalf of
an Alaskan Arctic application
to build the pipeline from
Prudhoe Bay on Alaska's North
Slope, through Canada's North-
west Territories and south into
the upper Midwestern United
States.
Hemstock explained that the
tundra in Northern Alaska is
extremely delicate and that
heavy construction equipment
driving over it would quickly
cause permanent damage, pos-
sibly extending to the per-
mafrost 12 to 18 inches below
the surface.
He said the pipeline builders
would construct roads of
packed snow, which would ab-
sorb the weight of the construc-
tion machines, some as heavy
as 300 tons, and would thus pro-
tect the vegetation.
But, he said, if enough snow
is not available when construc-
tion begins at the start of the
Alaskan winter, snow would be
manufactured using machines
similar to those used on ski
slopes.
Hemstock later told reporters
that with an adequate early
snowfall and the use of snow
fences to collect drifting snow
the machines would not be
needed.
Builders of the Alaskan oil
pipeline coped with tundra ero-
sion by using roads made of
thick gravel piled on the tun-
dra. history, th
e two-day workshop sponsored by the National Oral is ory _ .
ORAL HISTORY WORKSHOP — Dr. lames Hammack, director of the Forrest 
C. Pogue Oral
— History Institute at Murray State University, presides during a session 
of the Mississippi Valley
Oral History Workshop held on the campus last weekend. Open to anyone 
interested in ora'
• 10 II{ t Associition and the
History Department at Murray State was attended by more than 100 people fro
m eight states.
Energy Ant To Help Teach Conservation
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Who
is that friendly little fellow,
smiling out from a new govern-
ment publication? Can it be
that Reddy Kilowatt has sur-
vived the energy crisis? Why
no, it's Energy Ant!
Energy Ant clearly has
emerged from the energy crisis
as the new hero. While- Reddy
Kilowatt used to bounce around
on television encouraging
people to consume cheap elec-
'Hefty until electricity wasn't
cheap any more, Energy Ant's
role is to save electricity.
"This little friend has been
created by the Federal Energy
Administration to tell kids
about energy and how to use it
wisely," says a new Energy
Ant coloring and game book for
children.
Energy Ant is full of energy
history, riddles and games to
encourage children to save
energy. For example, there is a
'Raze to help Energy Ant
through, so he can turn off a
light.
There also is a game called
•"Trip to the Moon" that penal-
izes the player who lands on a
square that says the door was
East Honor
Roll Released
The honor roll for the fifth
grading period at East
Elementary school has been
released and is as follows:
6th Grade—Debbie Hooks,
Sharon Snyder, Leslie Atkins,
Candy Maddox, Tammy Davis,
Laura Garland, Kelly King,
Michael Jackson, Kim
Weatherford, Debbie Ferguson,
Patti Ross, Lori Hale, Kathy





Townya West, Peggy Sales,
Mary Wagoner.
8th Grade—Renee Overbey,
Mary Denny, Debbie Smith,
Kim Johnson, Rose Ross.
Central Shopping Center













left open but rewards the play-
er for landing on squares that
say the television set was
turned off or that the child
walked to school.
The child with a pair of scis-
sors may also cut out a deck of
ards that take up six pages of
he 27-page book. Among the
cards is a mean-looking Evil
Prince who drives fast, and an
equally unattractiVe Old Queen,
who wastes hot water. Peter
Keay, acting director of FEA
communications and public af-
fairs, said the ant was picked





Reg. '8" Save 155
Please Vote for
Earl Tabers
"ant is a unique symbol of at:
industrious creature who really
uses energy wisely."
Preparation of :he Energy
Ant book was done by the FEA
staff, especially by cartoonist
Tony Ranfone, who Keay said
formerly was a combat car-
loonist in Vietnam.
The FEA has printed 10,000
copies of he coloring and game
book for distribution :o selected
schools around :he nation on a
est basis. It also can be pur-
chased for $1.40 from :he Gov-































• Surgical Stainless Steel
• 24 Kt. Gold Overlay











12 ft. Semi-V Aluminum Boat
12 ft. Flat Bottom Boat
Green, 14" Depth 440 lb. Capac6
10 ft. Flat Bottom Boat
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Tellers' Institute
Slated At University
A one-day Commercial Bank
Tellers Institute scheduled at
Murray State University
Saturday, May 17, will include
specialists leading discussions
on a variety of topics of interest
to bank personnel.
To begin at 9 a. m. in Room
208 of Faculty Hall the morning





The Trigg County Education
Association public affairs
council has announced its en-
dorsemt nt of Murray attorney
Edward Overbey, Candidate for
the Ker !ucky 5th District House
Seat. "Ass a political action unit,
the Assa iation is committing
its resources and time to
Overbey, knowing he will be the
best investment the Trigg
County community could make
for insuring high quality
legislation for teachers,
students, and parents," a
spokesman said.
"TEA-PAC believes that as a
community leader, Overbey has
proven his commitment to
quality education," the
spokesman continued. "As an
advocate of better funding for
schools, the Association feels he
will work to see that Trigg
County Schools are able to meet
the demands of a modern
education."
"After exhaustive interviews
with all candidates, TEA-PAC
feels that Ed Overbey is best
qualified to represent the needs
and concerns of the Fifth
Representative District," the
spokesman concluded.
manager of Fidelity Deposit
Company of Maryland, who will
talk about extortion, and Ms.
Bettie Pendley of the Com-
merce Union Bank of Nashville,
who will address herself to
money handling and proper
check handling procedures.
Afternoon sessions will in-
clude a discussion of image by
Mrs. Nancy Grove, fashion
merchandising instructor at
Drau,ghon's Business College in
Paducah, and James E.
Hathaway, assistant vice-
president and security officer of
the Citizens Fidelity Bank and
Trust Company of Louisville,
who will deal with security
procedure.
Activities during the institute
will also include a luncheon in
the ballroom of the Waterfield
Student Union Building and a
film during both morning and
afternoon sessions.
Dr. John Lindauer, dean of
the College of Business and
Public Affairs at Murray State,
will welcome participants to the
campus.
The institute is co-sponsored
by the Department of
Economics at Murray State, the
Western Kentucky Chapter of
the Bank Administration In-
stitute, and Group One of the
Kentucky Bankers Association.
Dr. Gilbert L. Mathis,
professor of economics at
Murray State and coordinator
of the institute, said the $5
registration fee covers the cost
of the luncheon. He urged those
who are interested in attending
to register in advance by sen-
ding the fee to:
Dr. Gilbert L. Mathis,
Department of Economics,
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky., 42071, or Mrs. Lois
Yarbrough, Secretary, Bank
Administration Institute,
Liberty Savings - Bank,
Mayfield, Ky., 42066.





Lucille Arnold, director of the Murray Headstart program, fifth from left was elected secretary
of the Kentucky Headstart Association at the quarterly meeting held April 23-25 at the Ramada
Inn, Louisville. The association is made up of Kentucky Headstart Programs and Parents of
Headstart Children. Mrs. Arnold will assume her new duties in July. Others elected are, left to.
righ:, Bob Gardner, Central, president, Cleo Lowery, Leitchfield, first vice-president, Fiona
Tackett, Pike County, second vice-president, Wayne Graves, Scottsville, third vice-president,
Clyde Cropper, Trimble County, treasurer, mod Jo An Swaenepoel, Blue Grass, reporter.
Intelligence Network Disclosure
Draws Both Criticism And Praise
By DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON t AP) — Dis-
closure of activities of a nation-
wide police intelligence network
caught some city officials by
surprise, prompted calls for in-
vestigations and also drew crit-
icism and praise from law en-
forcement officials.
A Cook County, Ill., prose-
cutor said Wednesday he
planned to investigate what
role the Law Enforcement In-
telligence Unit may have
played in alleged surveillance
of citizens by the Chicago po-
lice.
Dallas, Tex., city officials
said they had never heard of
LEIU even though the Dallas
police department is among its
members. They said they
planned to investigate the unit's
activities.
An Atlanta, Ga., police in-
telligence officer said that
city's membership in LEIU was
suspended because of its stand
against ''political snooping."
The Associated Press ques-
tioned city officials and police
anukketberk
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in many of the more than 200
communities in the United
States where LEIU has mem-
bers. With $1.3 million in feder-
al funds, the organization has
established the Interstate Or-
ganized Crime Index containing
more than 18,000 names that
LEIU officials say are linked to
organized crime.
Supporters of LEIU said it
enables police intelligence offi-
cials to keep track of the activi-
ties of racketeers identified as
members of criminal syndi-
cates.
But Houston, Tex., police
officials said they left LEIU
after getting requests for per-
sonal data about persons with-
out known ties to crime.
And it was learned that a for-
mer police agent has told Sen-
ate investigators he spied on
private citizens while operating
undercover with LEIU sponsor-
ship.
The former agent was identi-
fied is Douglas Durham of Des
Moines, Iowa, who told a news
conference in March that he
had been an FBI informant
while working as security chief
for the American Indian Move-
ment AIM).
Durham said he passed infor-
mation to the FBI during the
1973 takeover by AIM of
Wounded Knee, S.D. He said he
also gave the FBI reports of
conferences between AIM lead-
ers and their lawyers when
they were on trial for their role
in the seige.
The charges against the In-
dians were dismissed.
Durham, a former Marine,
said hat before taking the FBI
assignment he had worked as
an undercover agent for LEIU.
He worked out of the Des
Moines police department but
had at least one assignment
that took him to Lincoln, Neb.,
with a fake identity and false
criminal record.
He said he was involved in
spying on private citizens not
connected with criminal activi-
ty and that targets of surveil-
lance included lawyers for the
American Civil liberties Union.
-Many police officials said
they were unaware of any
LEIC activities resembling
those described by Houston po-
Ve Qr Durham.
caOt . Herbert McCoy 1 the
Kansas City, Mo., Police De-
partment said, "We collect and
provide information on individ-
uals who are in the upper ech-
elons of crime ... Because of
their mobility, these people can
live in one city and never com-
mit a crime there, but travel to
ither cities and commit
crimes."
Hollenbach Goes Door-To-Door
In Louisville Campaign Drive
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) --
Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hodabach took his gubernato-
rial campaign door-to-door in
Louisville Wednesday, scribbl-
ing personal messages on cam-
paign literature he left in mail-
boxes where he found no-one
home.
As he waited for one door to
open he asked an aide to check
precinct registration lists and
give him the first name of the
lady of the house and when his
knock was answered, Hollen-
bach was ready.
"Nancy?" he asked, flashing
a big grin as Mrs. Willard A.
Irving II answered the door.
"Are you Todd?" Mrs. Irving
asked, recognizing the candi-
date, smiling back and offering
her hand.
They chatted for a while, she
accepted a brochure on his can-
didacy and Hollenbach headed
for the next Democratic house-
hold as indicated by the pre-
cinct lists.
Mrs. John Conway greeted
Hollenbach with a breathless
"Oh, I'm overwhelmed!"
When Mrs. John Kennedy an-
swered her door, Hollenbach
commented on her husband's
famous name. She replied qui-
etly that her husband wasn't
home.
Commenting on the personal
appeal, handshake technique of
campaigning, Hollenbach said.
"All I know is that it is the waN
I campaigned when I won twice
before fin the county judge's
contest), and it works."
Combined Effort Necessary To
Curb School Discipline Problems
Day Care Regulations Draw
Fire From Larger Operators
By WILLIAM BRADFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Faced with continued objec-
tions from larger operators, a
state agency has drawn tempo-
rarily seven proposed regu-
lations on day care centers for
young children.
The objections were voiced
again at a meeting of the legis-
lature's administrative regu-
lation review subcommittee,
which was deciding whether the
regulations were in accordance
with state law.
Representatives of large day
care centers operating as sepa-
rate facilities were the only
persons opposing the regu-
lations. Many of them made the
same complaints at a previous
Human Resources Department
hearing on the regulations.
They said Wednesday they
should not have to have the
same staff-child ratio as did a
facility run in a private home
because they had special facil-
ities and formalized programs.
They also objected to a propos-
al to raise from six to 12 the
number of children home cen-
ters could have.
Those spokesmen further. said
the regulations would drive
most facilities of their type out
of business.




Miss Wendy Sowell, daughter
of Mrs. Eugene 0. Sowell and
the late Mr. Sowell of Aurora,
has been accepted by the
University of Houston, College
of Optometry in Houston,
Texas.
She is one of three Kentucky
students who have been ac-
cepted this year. She will enter
the University of Houston in
September and must attend
Optometry school for four years
before she receives the Doctor
of Optometry degree.
Miss Sowell is a 1973 graduate
of South Marshall High School.
She has attended Murray State
University for the past two
ueers where she was a member
aid the rifle team. She plans to be
on the Houston rifle team next
year.
Miss Sowell's older sister,
Mrs. Jeanie Yarbrough, will
also be continuing her education
this fall. She will enter the
College of Medicine at the
University of South Alabama in
Mobile in September.
raise their rates to the point
that many working parents
could no longer afford them.
The result, they said, would be
to force parents to quit work or
use "underground" facilities.
William Hubbard, of the Hu-
man Resources Department,
later asked to withdraw the
regulations so the agency could
make sure all the previously
expressed objections were an-
swered properly. A 1974 state
law requires an agency to re-
spond to all objections raised at
a hearing and say why any is
rejected, something some
speakers said was not done in
this case.
Regulations which the sub-
committee rejected, returning
to various state agencies for re-
consideration, included ones
which would:
—Exempt from the state
sales tax horses sold for breed-
ing purposes. The subcom-
mittee said the statutory ex-
emption from the sales tax for
livestock applied only to ani-
mals sold for human con-
sumption and thus would not in-
clude horses.
—Set a $100 fee for annual re-
newal of a master plumber's li-
cense. The subcommittee said
that fee was unreasonable since
state law sets only a $25 fee for
the first time such a license is
issued.
—Prohibit barbershops from
advertising their prices and an-
other which would set .out cer-
tain conduct that must be fol-
lowed by students at barbering
schools. The subcommittee said
there was no statutory author-
ity for either of the regulations.
—Prohibit any new barbering
school from opening in a city
having a population of less than
40,000. The subcommittee there
was no statutory authority for
the population limit.
—Require anyone who failed
a test for apprentice barbers to
have at least 120 hours more in-
struction before taking the test
again. It was likewise rejected
for exceeding statutory author,
ity.
—Require an out-of-state oph-
thalmic dispenser to pay $50 to
get a license to practice in Ken-
tucky. The subcommittee said
state law sets out a $25 fee
without distinction between in-
state and out-of-state appli-
cants.
—Require anyone to be 21 be-
fore getting an ophthalmic dis-
pensers license. State law sets
an age limit of 18 for reaching
adult status, the subcommittee
said.
—Prohibit anyone from car-
rying a deadly weapon on the
State Fairgrounds and Exhibi-
tion Center property in Louis-
ville. The subconunitte said
the Constitution gives anyone
the right to bear arms but
noted the State Fair Board
could perhaps achieve its goal
by refusing admission -ro- any-
one carrying deadly weapons
The subcommittee accepted
and ordered filed without com-
ment Insurance Department
regulations implementing the
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didate ii
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state Board of Education
was told Wednesday by guid-
ance counselors that dis-
ciplinary problems in the
state's schools can only be cur-
bed through the combined ef-
forts of teachers, counselors,
school administrators and par-
ents.
The board, which had invited
the counselors to give their
views on school discipline,
heard that respect for author-
ity in schools has declined.
"A lot of disruptive kids
could care less about punish-
ment," said Bill Arnold, a Cov-
ington Holmes Junior High
_hool counselor.
- Pointing out that expulsion
has little effect on many dis-
ruptive pupils, James Watkins,
a lAnnsville Male High coun-
selor, said "That just puts
them back out on ler s ts
where many Of them want to
anyhow."
Watkins said explusion or
suspension should be used spar-
ingly.
There was general agreement
from the counselors that re-
spect for authority and proper
ty is basically a parental re•
sponsipility.
"0014 role is not as 'dis-
ciplinarians . . . but in the ab-
sence of parental guidance. I
think we have the responsbility
of giving a child a foundation of




Dr- Roy Woodward of Owens-
boro suggested the use of "peer
counselors," where certain stu-
dents would act as counselors
for other students.
He said some disciplinary
and dropout problems might be
curtailed by the -peer" meth-
od. •-•
Double Special





Buy 2 Champions Get 1 FREE
This is a 100% pure ground beef regular sized ham-
burger with lettuce, onions and pickle
Or
Two Round of Miniature Golf
for the price of 1. Pay for the
First Round Get Second
Round FREE
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1 Local Student Has Highest
Score On DAR History Test
•>:
Mary Ellen Denney, student at East
Calloway Elementary School, had the
highest score on the annual history test
given to the best history students of each
elementary school each year by the
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the
Daughters of the American Revolution.
Miss Denney was presented a medal by
Mrs. John Livesay, regent for the local
DAR chapter, who conducted the test. The
winner is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Denney of Dexter Route One. Her
principal is Bob Allen and her teacher is
r Mrs. Fay King. She is active in Beta and
Pep Clubs.
Second place winner was Renea Ed-
wards, student of James Nix at North
Elementary, and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clifton Edwards of Dexter Route One. She
a cheerleader, member of Beta Club and
Speech Team, and plays basketball, track,
Mary Ellen Denney
and softball. H. C. Denham, Kingswood Subdivision, is
Tying for third place honors were Mark active in football, basketball, and
Winchester. Southwest Elementary, and baseball.
John Denham, Murray Middle. Mark, son Mrs. Livesay expressed her ap-
of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat Winchester of preciation to the students, teachers,
Murray Route Seven, is a member of the principals, and parents for their
Junior Beta Club and his teacher is Mrs. cooperation in this annual history test for
Maxine Burkeen. John, son of Dr. and Mrs. the students.
OUTSTANDING SENIORS: David Alexander, left, and Harold G. Doran, Jr., were honored April
27 as outstanding seniors in business at Murray State University during the University's annual
Honors-Day ceremonies. The son of Dr. and Mrs. Rex Alexander, 1320 Wells Blvd., David was
honored as the outstanding senior in accounting. Harold, the son of Mr. and Mrs. H. Glenn
Doran, 108 North 18th Street, was honored as the outstanding senior in finance. Shown 'with
them is Dr. William J. Grasty, chairman of the Department of Accounting and Finance at Murray
State, who made the presentations.
Affection Training Working
Well For Animals In Small Zoo
DES MOINES, Iowa AP —
A Des Moines Zoo attendant
slipped on the ice and his arm
went through the bars of a ti-
ger cage.
The cat pounced and the man
shouted the command: "No
bite." The tiger let loose.
Another time, a cargo attend-
ant opened a hatch on a com-
mercial airplane at the Des
Moines airport and found him-
self facing another zoo in-
habitant, an uncaged jaguar
which ta-:c1 been on television in
Chicago.
The attendant slammed the
hatch summoned zoo direc-
tor Bob Elgin.
-I went in there after her
apd she was just delighted to
see me," Elgin says.
Elgin put a leash on the jag-
uar, then "walked her into the
administration building where
she settled down in a comfort-
able corner to wait for the zoo's
station wagon."
Those two instances of no in-
jury were accomplished
through what Elgin calls "af-
fection training" — love and
patience rather than whip and
pistol.
"We're the only zoo in the
country that affection trains all
of its animals," he says. This—iten't frustrated if they aren't
allowed to bite at all. They are
taught never to use their claws
aggressively.
-To get an utterly
trustworthy cat takes six or
seven months of intensive train-
ing. We take them into the
home and they are part of the
family, but this is done under
carefully controlled condi-
tions."
Elgin has had his problems.
In 1973 a chimpanzee became
frenzied when it was placed in
a temporary cage next to a
leopard. The chimp bit off
three of Elgin's fingers.
in 1969 Elgin was bitten by a
••I very nearly died ...
but I was given blood serum
which contained antibodies to
(.ounteract the venom.
•'The usual lethal dose is 40
or 50 milligrams. I was given
700 milligrams of serum --
enough to fend off 14 cobra
bites.''
includes birds of prey, preda-
tory animals and the big cat
family.
The animals can be affection
trained, Elgin says, -because
Correction
An Item in Fabrific's ad in Wed-
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we're not a large zoo. We can
give the animals the individual
attention they need. Our basic
philosphy is that animals are
human, too.
"The cats are not declawed,
and they have all their essen-
tial dental equipment,' says El-
gin, 54.
"Affection training takes a
great deal longer than hand-
raising them. It takes some in-
sights into animal behavior.
For exampte; the cats are
taught not to bite hard, so they
Measure Would
Marijuana Poss
JUNEAU, Alaska ( AP) — In
a state where alcoholism is the
No. 1 health problem, the
Alaska legislature is on the
verge of liberalizing marijuana
lairs to deal with what one law-
maker calls he world, as it
really exists."
The house voted 21 to 17
Tuesday to remove criminal
penalties against adults who
possess any amount of mari-
juana for personal use in their
own homes. In place of max-
imum penalties of $1,000 and a
year in jail for simple posses-
sion, a $100 civil fine would be
imposed.
If approved and signed by
Gov. Jay Hammond, the legis-
lation would make Alaska the
second state to "decriminalize"
possession of marijuana. Ore-
gon adopted a similar law in
1973.
Details of the pending legisla-
lion have not been worked out,
and a constitutional challenge
io Alaska's marijuana laws
may change the eventual out-
come.
"The measure does, however,
attempt to deal with the world
as it really exists," said Terry
Miller, the bill's main sponsor
and forpadr senate president.
Under' various bills passed by
bulb houses of the legislature,
*Country Music Show* *
Kentucky Lake Music Barn
(14 Miles from Murray on Highway 1211
Saturday, May 17th, 1975 — 8:00 p. m.
on Stage:
Jan & Jim Koren Allbritten Jim Taylor
Cathy Jones Donny Mock Country Music BarnBurners
Plus Big Blue Grass Show
Coming: May 24th — "Carl Tipton Show" from WLAC-TV
Coming: May 31st — Grand Opening of Ky. Lake Music Barn
The best live country 8. bluegrass stage show in the area!
Kentucky Lake Music Barn
On Highway 121









Baby Boy Wilson (mother
Nancy Shanahan), 1702 Murray
St., Mayfield, Baby Boy Rudd
imother Rhonda), Rt. 8, Ben-
ton.
DISMISSALS
Mr's. Thelma I. Stacy, Rt. 2,
Clinton, Mrs. Faye Ryan
Etheridge, 602 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy Jo Black,
Rt. 1, Farmington, George W.
Cox, Rt. 4, Box 1254, Paris,
Tenn., Mrs. Janice Faye Howell
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Gilbert-
sville, Mrs. Ladean McCuiston,
Rt. 5, Murray, Donald Lewis
Merritt, 1306 East High, Union
City, Tenn., Mrs. Dorothy
Virginia Scott, Rt. 1, Murray,
Mrs, Rose Eleen Redmon, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Mildred Louise
Russel, Rt. 1, Alm, Mrs..
Mildred Hendrick, 800 S. 4th,
Murray, Master Michael
Chance Mathis, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Deborah Kay Coleman,
Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Rebecca
Lynn Hampton, 216 S. 12th St.,
Murray, Jim S. Ramsey, 514
Broad St., Murray, Marvin W.
Smith, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray, Mrs. Gertrude R.
Brown, 1205 Jackson House,
Paducah, Mrss Era Miller, 718
Sycamore, Murray, Mrs. Bessie
M. Wells, Rt. 3, Murray, Samuel
Herbert Pillow, 1402 McFadden.
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Lottie





Baby Boy Elam, mother
Vickie), Rt. 1, Hardin.
DISMISSALS
Miss Tonya Lynn Hughes, Rt.
5, Box 109, Murray, Mrs. Annie
L. Wyatt, New Concord. Mrs.
Johnie Marie Crass, Rt. 1,
Almo, Miss Martha V. Latham,
Green Acres Trl. at., Murray,
Mrs. Janice Dale Hasty, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda Ann Cole,
1403 Porter Ct., Paris. Tii., Mrs.
Della Louise Hostriwyer, Fox
Meadows Tn. Ct., Murray,
Ronald N. Garland, 316 S. 9th,
Murray, Miss Tammy Balinda
Gallimore, Rt. 1, Hazel, Glynn
C. Cunningham, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Cozie R. Lawrence, 1605
Main, Murray, Thage W. Udd-
berg. 507 Blair, Murray, Carl F.
Swisher, Hamlin, Otis Stark






Mrs. Valerie V. Smith. Rt. 1,
Murray, William J. Kaelin, Box
3157 University Station,
Murray, Mrs. Hilda I' Knott,
RI 4, Murray, Laura B.
Boorman, 90411 East Blythe,
Paris, Tenn.. Mrs. .1:01% A
Kaufman, Rt. 6, Murrail:
La 
Ivey
ura .1. Lyles. Rt. 5. x 204.
Murray, Mrs. De
and Baby .14o t 1. Benton.
(M;irs. Debt. . Hanlin and Itabyi
Birch, Benton. Mrs.
Miller, Rt. 1, Murray,
edford R. Windsor. Itt 7.
Murray, Robert B. Myer,. lit. 1.
Henry, Tenn., Mrs. Jobe M.
Smith, Rt. 3 Box_423, Murray.
Mrs Ivor A. Windsor, Rt.. 1,
I nikedorn, Tenn.. Mrs 1 ,ola
Willoughby, Rt. 3. Murat
the small-time user of mari-
juana could simply pay his fine
by mail if arrested. Most legis-
lators believe a one-ounce limit
may be placed on possession of
marijauana in public places.
-Without question there has
been a moderately high level of
acceptance of marijuana
among an important segment
of our society," Miller said.
Possession of marijuana was
reduced from a felony to a mis-
demeanor by the legislature
five years ago. Still, more than
50 per cent of the drug arrests
in Alaska each year are for
marijuana possession or sale.
Alaska officials said 1,500
persons were arrested for mari-
juana possession or sale last
year, Four persons were ar-
rested for possession of heroin.
Mrs. Bobbie Waters, center, who recently completed a class in 
Professional Development at
Murray State University, has an employer-employee conference 
with Stuart Poston, ad
ministrator of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital where Mrs. 
Waters is employed in Ili ,
Nursing Office. On the left is Mrs. Lanette Thurman, MSU instructor 
for me class.
Vacation Ends
JONESBORO, Ga. (AP) —
Susan Jenkins and her hus-
band, David, of Lexington, Ky.,
were to have been vacationing
today. But a minor traffic mis-
hap here led to a roadside ar-
gument and his stabbing death,
police said.
-It's incredible," Mrs. Jen-
kins said Wednesday, soon
after the death of Jenkins, 24.
••How somebody could chop
up a stranger in cold blood like
that ... I just can't fathom it,"
the slender young woman said
as she sat in the Clayton Coun-
ty police station.
Her husband was killed short-
ly.before dawn Wednesday on
Interstate 75 south of Atlanta.
Hours after the slaying, a
Henry County father surren-
dered his son to police. Everett
Miller, 22, was charged with
murder, according to Detective
R. S. Bedingfield.
Miller's father, C. T. Miller,
called police to the home of his
son after hearing a news ac-
count of the stabbing and find-
ing his son's pickup truck
bloodstained, officers said.
Asst. Police Chief Ronnie
Thornton quoted the younger
Miller as saying Jenkins point-
ed out damage on the side of
his car and demanded, "What
were you trying to do, run me
off the road?"
He said Miller told officers
that Jenkins knocked him down
and was beating him when he.
managed to reach his pocket
knife.
He said that after being
stabbed, Jenkins released him
and said. "You've cut me."
Mrs. Jenkins said she and




The honor roll for the fifth
grading period at North
Elementary school has been
released and is as follows:
4th. Grade — Cindy Bazzell,
Tracy Beach, Douglas Brown,
Gina Coy, Sherry Coy, Keith
Lovett, Tammy _ Turner,
Shannon McDougal, Mark
Roberts, LaJeanna Thornton.
5th. Grade - Kelly Crouse,
John Cathey, Robert Crick,
Deana Dixon, Trisha Clark,
Terry Bourland, Keith Ed-
wards, Lonna Furr, Julie
Gargus, Steve Hale, Todd
Harrison, Kevin Hopkins, Mitzi
McCallon, Keith Rogers, John
Smith, Kirk Starks, Marsha
Turner, Regina Walker, Gay
Woodall, Scott Wyatt, Ricky
Story.
6th. Grade - Celisa Cird,
Gina Gargus, Danny Garland,
Jena Hoke, C4,rnelia Jackson,
Karen McKinney, Steve Baker,
Monica Brown. Brad Bryan,
Regina Bynum, Cindy Carson,
Scott Coleman. Dee Dee Dar-
nell, Regina Darnell, Sheri
Outland, Mark Roberts, Kelly
Rogers, Shelia Rutland. Cheryl
Scott, Richard Tremblay.
7th. Grade -- Kim Willie,
Suzie Smith, Karon: Walker,
Debra Pritchett, -Kerry Lamb,
Jane Greer, Angela Manning,
Kathy et t , Cary McClure,
Li azzell, Dale Finney,
Aura Fones, Guy Furr, James
Bibb, Timmy Graham, Keith
Edwards.
81h. Gralie — Johnna Bran-
don, Charlotte Coursey, Tommy
Boggess, Renae Edwards,
LaDon Dowdy, Kathy Black,
Paula Cavitt, Janet'Rowland,
Shawn Simmons, Dawn Sledd,
Kim Starks, Teresa Steen,
Nancy Story. Terry Tucker,
Tammy Turner, Russ Wilson,
Stephanie Wyatt, jimmy Joe
Hale, Teresa McKinney. Lesa
Hoke, Jackie 'Parker, Renee
McDougal. Jana Hopkins.
Husband Killed
Lexington Tuesday on a trip to
Key West, where they planned
to spend a week with her
grandparents. After spending
the night in Atlanta, they set
out for Florida shortly before 5
a.m. Wednesday.
Mrs. Jenkins said she was
curled up in the back seat of
the car, trying to get some
sleep, when she heard her hus-
band honk his horn and mutter,
"What's that guy trying to
do?"
She said she looked up and
saw a black pickup truck swipe
the car. The two vehicles pulled
over to the emergency lane and
Mrs. Jenkins said she told her
husband got to get out of the
car.
was afraid it -was a red-
neck trying to run us off the
road and I thought he might to
some harm to my husband,"
she said.
Jenkins and the man from
the pickup truck talked calmly,
then walked to the truck, about
80 feet up the road, Mrs. Jen-
kins said.
Bedingfield said Mrs. Jenkins
said she was unable to see the
incident because only the park-
ing lights of her car were on.
Mrs. Jenkins said she soon
saw the truck speeding away
and "there was my husband
limping toward me."
He couldn't speak because his
throat was slashed. "He died
within three or four minutes,"
Mrs. Jenkins uaid.
We Goofed!! .
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Is this the right time. to buy a home? The only person
who can answer this is you. the individual home buyer who
knows his or her own needs and resources.
For many reasons people have postponed home pur-
chases even though they need a home now and can afford
one. Through our involvement in home loans and housing
right here in our communiti,z we consider ourselves experts
in these atfas, and we'd like to clear up some of the ques-
tions about today's housing market.
In contemplating a home purchase. you should focus
on your own housing needs and ability to finance them.
This will serve you better than trying to guess whether home
prices are going up or down. or what the future level of
mortgage interest rates will be. New predictions about eco-
nomic trends appear every day—but no one can accurately
predict the future.
One thing that is certain, mortgage money is more
readily available than in 1974. Also, the supply of housing is
becoming more plentiful.
The fact is that Owning your home is still one of the
investments you can make, not to mention all the ot
benefits and. satisfactions that go along with horn nership.
We have helped make this a communit home-
owners. and if you are considering buyii house. we'd like
to help you. You'll find us a worthw place to go for infor
mation about mortgage financi
Wfr AVE MORTGAGE MONEY ll•gicl
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Federal Savings And Loan
7,„..a„, Murray Branch Phone 753 7921
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Ford Relation Called
Heartless By New
York Governor And Mayor
NEW YORK (AP) - Gov.
Hugh L. Carey and Mayor
Abraham D. Beame say Presi-
dent Ford's rejection of their
plea for financial help for New
York City was heartless and ar-
rogant, and they blame him in
part for the city's financial
crisis.
Ford refused their request for
a 90-day federally guaranteed
loan in a letter Wednesday,
saying, "We must stop promis-
ing more and more services
without knowing how we will
cover their cost."
The two Democrati office-
holders went to the White
House Tuesday in hopes of a
federal solution to the city's in-
creasingly pressing problem of
how to meet $1.5 billion in obli-
gations through June 30.
At a hastily convened news
conference after a dinner of the
Brooklyn Democratic organ-
ization, Carey said he was call-
ing a meeting in Albany today
"so we can calmly view the
prospects ahead for the city."
Speaking at the same confer-
ence at the Waldorf-Astoria Ho-
tel, a grave and angered
Beame declared:
"The Ford recession and the
Ford inflatfon Is crippling our
city and our nation. The Ford
answer tonight to New York
problems - created not by the
sins of its people, but by nation-
al policy - is to advise us to
cripple our vital services. I
want to emphasize the city did
not ask for cash from the gov-
ernment...Instead of help, we
got a lecture, a lecture which
sounded more political than
practical." .
Asked whether the denial was
politically motivated, Carey
said he would not speak for the




governor said some observa-
tions made at Tuesday's meet-
ing were political and heart-
less. He added:
"Some of the ideas they had,
what the city might do, would
have turned the city into liter-
ally a place of bloodshed."
Carey said there had been
suggestions to increase the
transit fare, close neighborhood
health-care centers and shut fa-
cilities for the elderly. To such
measures, he said, -the people
react."
And at the dinner attended to,
2,500 persons, he had de-
manded:
"Have they no heart? Have
they no understanding of our
problem? Must the city riot?
Must the city burn?"
In his letter to Beame, Ford
said the federal guarantee
-would provide no real solution
but would merely postpone
coming to grips with the prob-
lem."
Part of the money the city
wants is to repay the state $400
million for emergency pay-
ments advanced in April. The






SCOTLAND YARD - Ju-
venile crime in London rose
by 15 t 2r cent in 1974 with
32,000 children between the
ages of 10 and 16 being de-
tained by police for offenses
ranging from theft and lar-
ceny to muggings, robbery
and burglaries.
Of the 32,000, about 4,500
formed a "hard core" of
young criminals. About 1,000
children under 10 also came
into the hands of police. -




CUE HAS MADE A








DISASTER COMES CLOSE—Horse racing fans at Ak-sar-Ben race track in Omaha, Nebraska, gather to watch enormous tor-
nado which ravaged the city. The photo by track photographer Bob Dunn was only recently made available.
U. S. Beginning To Pull Out Of Laos
VIENTIANE, Laos ( AP) -
The Laotian government apolo-
gized today for the detention of
three Americans by a student
mob in Savannakhet, but the
U.S. Embassy is reducing its
staff because of growing anti-
Americanism and spreading
Communist domination of the
country.
Deputy Information Minister
Ouday Souvannavong told a
news conference the govern-
ment sent a delegation to the
Mekong river town 230 miles
 ---------",„... J ,...-• d•-.
i
'7
southeast of Vientiane to nego-
tiate the release of the Ameri-
cans.
Student mobs in both Say-
annakhet and Luang Prabang,
the royal capital 200 miles
north of Vientiane, invaded the
local headquarters of the U.S.
Agency for International Devel-
opment Wednesday, ransacked
them and looted their rice
stores.
The four Americans stationed
at the Luang Prabang head-
quarters were believed safe.
THAT'S THE SOr OF
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But three of the 15 Americans
in Savannakhet were reported
under "house arrest" in their
homes after spending Wednes-
day in the provincial governor's
house. _
The Embassy said incomplete,
radio messages indicated .116
three were unharmed. /-"'
"The government iaiery sor-
ry about the incident," Ouday
said.
The Embassy said the three
Ame,ritans were Sanford Y.
Wm, 58, of Cleveland, Ohio;
AID's area coordinator; Daniel
P. Ster, 28, Columbus, Ind.,
economic affairs officer, and
C'harlet R. Pearcy, 63, Salem,
W.Va., a property officer.
U.S. Charge d'Affaires Chris-
tian A. Chapman lodged a
strong verbal protest with the
Lao government Wednesday.
Last Friday a student mob
stoned the U.S. Embassy in
Vientiane.
A State Detartment spokes-
man in, Washington said there
are no plans to close the Em-
beiisy, but its staff is being re-
duced, and all American offi-
cials stationed in the provinces
have been called to Vientiane.
He added that plans for the
evacuation of all staff members
have been brought up to date
since the Communist Pathet
Lao began to take over.
The State Department said
there are nearly 1,000 Ameri-
cans in Laos, including 320 at-
tached to the embassy, 150 not
connected with the embassy
and 500 dependents. An embas-
sy spokesman said reduction of
the staff has been going on for
some time and would now pos-
sibly be speeded up.
Jobs Bill Now On Its Wo y, To-
Senate With Veto Threatened
WASHINGTON I AP) - A
5.3 billion bill designed by its
Democratic sponsors to fund
job-producing projects is on its
way to the Senate, with a Sen-
ate-House dispute still to be re-
solved and with a veto threat-
ened by President Ford.
The House passed the big
money bill, claimed by its
backers to be worth 900,000
jobs, by 293-107 vote Wednesay
night. The measure is a com-
promise between versions
passed earlier by the two
chambers.
However, one item inserted
by the Senate - $700 million
for railroad improvements -
remained in dispute. The House
voted to send that back to the
Senate without agreement.
It turned down a last-minute
proposal for a scaled-down $200
million item.
The bill includes funds for
Public service jobs in state and
local governments and appro-
priations and authority to guar-
antee loans for a wide variety
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 5 Dance step
1 Carpenter s 6 Teutonic
tools deity
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of public works projects and
programs of the Bureau of
Reclamation, Corps of Engi-
neers, Agriculture Department
and other agencies and funds to
speed up lending by the Small
Business Administration.
One controversial item in the
House-passed version had pro-
vided for purchase of 121,000
automobiles and other vehicles
by government agencies. This
was scaled down to 21,000.
The bill provides contract au-
thority that would lead to ac-
tual spending later. Estimates
were that much of the spending
would come in the year begin-
ning July 1.
Republican Whip Robert H.
Michel of Illinois, saying Ford
would be urged to veto the
measure, contended it broke
the target budget the House
and Senate had adopted only a
few hours earlier.
That budget guideline resolu-
tion envisaged a deficit of $68.8
billion, $8.8 billion more than
Ford's proposed ceiling.
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Notice is hereby given that
the Kentucky Generic
Drug Formulary Council
( created by House Bill
No. 427, 1972 Acts of the
General Assembly ) will
accept petitions from an
supplier of all oral dosage






















•6rmulary petition(AP Werephoto) orms may be obtained
from the Kentucky
-Generic Drug Formulary
Council, co Al Austin,
Department for Human
Resources, Bureau for
Health Services, 275 East
Main Street, Frankfort,
Kentucky, 40601. Com-
pleted petitions will be
accepted by this office
beginning May 30, 1975,
and no later than July 31,
1975.







regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p.m. the day before
publication.
-,r1rvr4,441b.


















HELP IS in reach. Dial















JACK AND Jill - openings
for children. Infants - 6
years. Drop-in service.
753-99M.
THERE WILL BE a
meeting of all people
concerned with the
upkeep of the ,Parker
Cemetery on Saturday
May 17 at 10:00 a. m., at
the cemetery. Located




We will be closed
on Saturday af-
ternoons.
Our new hours are:
8 to 5 - Mon.
thru. Fri.





Call for appointment. 753-
3582.
3 Card Of Thanks
TO ALL THE merchants
with whom I have don
business, my thanks for
your trust and kindness;
that is a special quality
many communities do not




5 Lost And Found
LOST 22-caliber Crack shot
rifle, at Almo, Kentucky
on Highway 464. Reward
Call 753-3031.
LOST MOTOR COVER for
20 h. p. Johnson Outboard
motor, near New Concord
Monday May 12. Call 436-
5635.
ESCAPED in area of Ryan
Ave. One black & white
pet rabbit. If found please
call 753.4424.
$ABY SITTING, call
- between 8-9 • 30 753-0264 or
753-7450.
ALL AROUND Body and
Fender Man, painter and
estimator Chicago
suburb. Salary to fit ex-
perience. Mr. Jones 312-
446-1203.
NEED 'BABY SITTER in








The sooner you call,









children, nine and four.
Call 753-4716.
LADIE.'S WANTED: For
house to house canvass
for new Murray City
Directory. We pay weekly
commissions on your
production. Must be able
to devote at least 5 hours
per day. If selected,
actual starting date will
be May 26th. Write,
stating age, address and







to Box 577, Murray, Ky.




over 20 interested in extra
income, $400 to $800
monthly possible, 10 to 15
hours a week.
Management experience
helpful but not necessary.
Call 753-3763.
HAIRDRESSER WANTED




















jitter bug and other type
dancing. Prefer 16 years
or older and female. 436-
2569 after 5 p. m. or 436-
2266 any time.
WOULD YOU belive op-



















job. Reliable 17 year old











Box 26 ML, Stanberry,
Mo. 64489.
•
QUALM NEIGHBORHOOD.. QUALITY BUILT
HOUSE...Three bedroom brick home at 2210
Gatesborough Circle. Has a spacious floor plan con-
sisting of a living room, kitchen-dining room, den
with fireplace, sun room, utility room, 2 full baths,
two car garage, patio, large lot. Extras include;
dishwasher, disposal, central heat and air, car-
peting, electically operated overhead garage door.
Must see to appreciate.
3-BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE ( with asbestos
siding) located at 1804 College Farm Road. Has a
living room with fireplace, kitchen-dining area,
large utility room, bath, foyer, and a 20' x 60' shop
building at the rear of the property. Newly repain-
ted.
50' x 80' PRE-FAB METAL SHOP BUILDING with
a large office area. Located on Sunbury Circle just
off South 4th Street. Shop area has overhead doors
in front and in back. 60 days possession.
LIKE NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in
Puryear Heights Subdivision. Has wall to wall car-
peting, central heat and air, ceramic bath, kitchen
built-ins, sliding glass doors to the patio, 200' deep
lot.
6 ACRE COMMERCIAL TRACT just North of the
city limits on US-641 highway. Suitable for many
commercial uses.
88 ACRE FARM located on US-641, approximately 5
miles north of Paris, To. Has a good perimeter fen-
ce, running water year around, 69 acres tendable.
Priced reasonable.
4-BEDROOM LAKE AREA HONE of brick con-
struction. Has 3 bedrooms, living room, kitchen,
utility room and bath on the main floor; 4th
bedroom, bath and family room in the walk-out
basement. Good sized lot within one block of the
lake with adjacent lot available for an extra 62,000.
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME in Fair-
view Acres Subdivision. Has a 3•4 acre lot, central
water system, wall to wall carpeting, lit ceramic
baths, central heat and air, built-in range, oven and
hood. Floor plan consists of t living room, kitchen-
family room combination, utility room, one car
garage. Qualifies for the tax rebate.
230 ACRE FARM located 15 miles East of Murray
on Sulphur-Buffalo Road, near Kentucky Lake. Has
approximately 70 acres tendable, 2-bedroom log
house, numerous outbuildings, running water year
around, good pastureland. Low price per acre.
INCOME PROPERTY.. .4-apartment complex
located at 710 Poplar, near downtown. Has one 7-
room apartment and one 3-room apartment with
separate baths in the large frame house. Concrete
• block balding at the rear of the property has one 4-
room and bath apartment and one 3-room apart-
ment. All are currently occupied and bringing in
good revenue. Owner lives out of the county and is
unable to properly care for the property.
•
NEAT 2-BEDROOM FRAME HOME with
aluminum siding) located 5 miles Southeast of
Murray in the Cherry Corner community. Has a
living room with artificial fireplace, kitchen with
built-ins, utility room, bath, 125' x 135' corner lot,
wall to wall carpeting, exhaust fan in the attic. Good
financing terms available.
SPACIOUS 2-BEDROOM HOME OF STONE AND
BRICK located at 1519 Johnson Boulevard. Has a
large family room, living room, extra large kitchen
with built-in range, disposal and refrigerator. In ex-
cellent shape.
53 ACRE FARM located on Humphreys Road, 10
miles Southwest of Murray. Has 49 acres tendable, 2
bedroom frame house, stock barn, tobacco barn,
Need to sell to settle an estate.
60' x 75' CONCRETE BLOCK GARAGE BUILDING
located at the corner of 5th and Poplar Street,
across the street from City Hall. Has a large
showroom area in the front, completely re-wired
and re-plumbed, large capacity gas heater, 2
overhead doors (electrically operated ), un-
derground storage tanks for gasoline, off-street
parking on the east and south side. REDUCED IN
PRICE!!!
GOOD 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE with brick
trim, located on a 105' x 500' lot on Ky. 121, 3 miles
Southeast of Murray city limits. Has a one car
garage, wall to wall carpeting, central air con-
ditioning, kitchen built-ins, good well water, 2 full
baths, utility room, attic storage. Owner is building
a new home.
80 ACRE CATTLE FARM located on a good
blacktop road South of Oak Grove Church, in Henry
County, To. Has approximately 30 acres tendable,
good perimeter and cross fencing, running water
year around, good wooded building site on the
blacktop road.
OLDER 3-BEDROOM FRAME HOME (with
aluminum siding) located at 208 Poplar. Has been
well maintained and recently re-decorated. Good
home for a retired couple.
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 1500 Johnson
Boulevard. Immaculate interior consists of a living
room, large ceramic bath, large kitchen-family
room combination, utility room, good amount of
closet space. •
141 ACRE CAT1'LE OR ROW-CROP FARM located
just South of State Line Road, 3 miles West of
Crossland. Has 100 acres open land, 85 acres sowed
down, running water for stock. Owner will assist in
financing.
3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME on a 105' x 425' lot, now
under construction. Has central heat and air, wall to
wall carpeting, one car garage. Buy now and choose
your colors, etc. Located' on Ky. 121, Southeast, 3
miles from city limits.
NEWLY RE-DECORATED 2-BEDROOM FRAME
HOUSE AT 1409 Vine Street. Has a large corner lot,
gas heat, garden space, shady yard. Immediate
possession.
$21,500 WILL BUY THE 3-BEDROOM BRICK
HOME with central heat and air, wall to wall car-
peting, 1½ ceramic baths, kitchen built-ins, large
lot. Located at 1620 Catalina.
23 UNIT MOTEL NEAR KENTUCKY LAKE, at
Aurora, doing a good seasonal business. Has
separate living quarters for the owners. Some kit-
chenettes, some motel rooms. Located on a 5 acre
tract that has been state approved for 26 additional
units. Good financing terms available.
40' x 65' METAL BUILDING located on a 2 acre
tract at Wiswell. Has deluxe office accomodations,
lobby, 2 baths, wall to wall carpeting, central heat
and air, 40' x 40' shop area with electrically
operated overhead door.
55 ACRE TRACT, mostly wooded, located 10 miles
South of Murray. Low price per acre,
6 ACRE TRACT WITH a iarge stock barn,
machinery shed, 5 acres tendable. Priced at $10,000.
Located 242 miles Southwest of Hazel.
LAKE AREA LOTS, RESIDENTIAL LOTS, COM-
MERCIAL LOTS in various locations throughout
the county. See us before you buy! !
To BUY, See Us! To SELL, List With Us!
Fulton Young Realty, Inc.
4th & Maple Streets Phone 753-7333
Hanle Phones:
Fulton E. Young-753-4946 Ishmael Stinson - 753-3744
Licensed In Kentucky and Tennessee
lu Business Oppottun ty






envelope and 25 cents to:
Bishops, Box 23, Hamlin,
Kentucky 42046.
14 Want To Buy
COINS-AMERICAN Gold,
silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.



















TOMATO STAKES, 54", 15
cents each. Redmon
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
E., Murray.
FROM WALL to wall, no
soil at all, on carpet
cleaned with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric shampooer.





First $100. Call 436-5392.
MATTRESS AND BOX
spring Serta Posture. In
good condition. Also Irish
Setter, registered, 2 years
old, male. Call 489-2127
after 5 p, m.
FORMICA TOP table and










oat dishes, walnut bed.
489-2181.
SOLID MAPLE baby bed
with mattress and
springs. Matching chest.
Practically new. Call 492-
8426.





dresser with book case at
top. twin beds and
frames; one odd dresser
with mirror; one vanity;
Early American couch in
avacado green with one
table; two modern end
tables and coffee table;
two modern chiars, one
brown, one orange;
several lamps. Janice
Compton, one mile south






THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you can
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for 126 Trade-ins
on new Kirbys are worth
up to um. Come in and see




8 H. P. WHEEL Horse




Jubalee, good condition, 6
. foot pickup disc, two 14"
plows and bush hog. All
for $2000.00. Call 753-8133.
ONE 7 FOOT John Deere
disc, drag type with
trailer, 60 Allis Chalmers






1968 18 FOOT fiberglass
Mark Twin 1-0, 150 h. p.
Mercury Cruiser, fully
equipped, excellent
condition. Call - 762-2504,
from 9 a. m.-3 p. m.
1973 CHALLENGER, Mach
II, Bass boat, 115 HP
Mercury, 3½ HP





RUNABOUT 14 foot V-
hull. Excellent condition
with 40 h. p. motor and
trailer. Priced to sell. Call
753-2234 evenings.
TWO SETS of junior golf
clubs. Call 753-3489.









Antique Mall, 4th &
Sycamore, Murray, Ky.
GOSPEL PIANO and voice
lessons. Reasonable





for sale. Ben Dyer 753-
E11




shampooers for rent at
Marimik Industrial
Supply, 753-7753.
WATER. HEATER Sale, 5
year outright warranty.
All heater elements are
4500 watt round models.
30 gallon single element
666.88. Double Element
models 30 gallon 669.88. 40
gal. $79.88, 52 gallon
$89.88. 82 gallon, $129.88
Table top double element




TILLER 3 H. P. B&S






BRACE YOURSELF for a
thrill the first time you
use Blue Lustre to clean
rugs. Rent electric
shampooer. U. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop.'
29 Mobile Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM 10 x 42;
air conditioned, $60.00 per
month. Call 489-2595.
1974 SCHULTZ, all electric,
3 bedrooms, front kitchen,
carpet. Phone 753-9717.
FREE CHAIN LINK fence 
/TRAILERS FOR RENT
estimate. No obligation. 
-
call 753-1551 or 753-2930,
Dill's Trailer Court.Expert installation
available. Montgomery
Wards has 48" 11 1-2 ga.
fence outfits on sate at the
lowest price of the
summer. Call 753-1966




CANON 518 Super 8 movie
camera with auto zoom
and Elmo regular 8 or
Super 8 movie projector,












after 5 p. m. at 753-5894.
THREE GOOSE feather
beds. Nice and clean.
$15.00 for all three. Call
753-3634.
FIREWOOD 110 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
25 INCH COLOR TV. Early
American cabinet. Ex-






ming pool. Families only.
753-3855.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE LOOKING for
house for rent in country,
not more than 10 miles
out. Call 753-6316.
YOUNG COUPLE looking
for seculuded home in
country, not nfore than 15
miles from Murray. 753-
4917
32. Apartments For Rent
Summer Apartment for
rent, one bedroom, air
conditioned, utilities all
paid by owner, $100.00 per
month. Call 753-2699.






per month. Call 753-5051'
ONE . BEDROOM fur-
nished, all electric heat
and air-conditioned, very









central heat and air.
Built-in kitchen. Located

























.!7 Mobile Home Sales
FOR SALE or rent. 60 x 12
trailer on nice waterfron
lot in Blood River area
Call 436-2427.
12 x 60 CHEVELLE mobile
home, $3000, on Hwy. 464
753-7566.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central air
conditioning and heating
$3000 or best offer. See a
No. 31 Grogan Mobil
Homes (highway 94 I
28 Heating & Cooling
WINDOW UNIT air con-
ditioner. Call 753-3063.
If you aro lad* for comforloido, solid, rossaily priced boom,
ibis Is iti
Custom built in 1966, this completely carpeted home
features living room, all Tappan Kitchen, Den, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, 6.z 8 utility closet and carport_
Extras include wood-burning fireplace, tongue &
groove panelling (currently selling fore $22 sq. ),
central electric heat & air, 2 paved drives, and
chain link fence. Located near schools and shopping
at 1400 Vine St. Priced at $27,500.00 for quick sale.
Plias JOT(Ks.ry, 7534781, for oopointoterit.
Estate Special Auction
1974 Cadallic Mille, 12,000 miles.
1973 Ford Pickup. Ranger Xl-T, long wheel base 9.500
miles Sold on Bank lot. Dees Bank Hazel Kentucky, al 5:00
p.m. May 15, 1975
Warren K.
Patterson Estate
Vehicles can be well prior to sale be contacting R B Patterson 492-
11136. fieutor
Auction Sale
Saturday May 17th, 10:00 a. m.
Lyon Grove Highway 94
Extra large lot of nice usable merchandise, stove
and refrigerator, small appliances, living room,
bedroom, dining rm. furniture, odd chairs, rockers
and occasional chairs, TV, radio, PA amplifier and
speakers extra fancy antique walnut bed, Monroes
thole decker mantle weight clock dated 1835,
walnut showcase, high back oak and Jenny Lind
bed, fancy walnut center tables, old walnut cabinet,
glass door pie safe, cedar chest, quills and linens,
extra large box of nice glass and china, lamps of all
kinds, east iron ware, stone jars, lots of childs toys,
lots of hand and garden tools, old trunks, lawn
mower, small Polan chain saw, too many good
items to list and itemize separately.
For information call
Chester Miller Auction Service43, 4121 tor 4354544
Special
Only $6995 with speakers
You can purchase merchandise like this
at Variety, Discount IL Drug Stores
but. . .
We Service Ours! - Do They?
TV Service
Center
















































































































32 Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All




Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
FURNISHED APART-






ments for boys or girls,
summer and fall
semesters. Also ef-
ficiency apts. for girls.
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM apart-
ment, furnished or un-
furnished. Call 753-4331.
34 Huuf,es For Rent
FURNISHED THREE
bedroom, 2 bath house.
Convenient location. Ideal
for college students. Call
753-3493.
FOUR BEDROOM house.
Earn part of your rent by
doing carpenter work.
Call 753-5074 for ap-
pointment.
HOUSE FOR rent located
at 1316 Vine. 2 or 3
bedrooms, kitchen-dining
area. One bath, large
living room. Call 753-2740.
FOR RENT
Summer Semester
News fisr 4 allege girls or hors
Oars it 144b, other-
• , wir contilitietwi
one 753-5108 after 6
. m. and on Sunday
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT - Private lot
on Roberts Estate. 100 x
200 ft. $30 per month.
Hook-up for trailer. Call





age. Call 753-1348 or 753-
9390.
TWO RACKING Show
Horses, with saddles and
bridles. Both trophy
winners. Names: Little
Man and Ebony. Set of
childrens encyclopedia





registered, male. Call 753-
0440.
ONE IRISH Setter, male
puppy, eight weeks old.
$35. Call 753-7585.
AKC REGISTERED toy
poodles. Have had shots




Pick up and delivery
service now available.
Call 75374106.
39 Poultry - Supplies
45 RHODE ISLAND red




Grapefruit 10 cents each
or $5.00 bushel. Call 436-
2516.
41 Public Sales
TWO PARTY Garage Sale,
Friday and Saturday,
May 16th and 17th, 8 a. m.
to 5 p. m. clothes, dishes,
utensils, yard tools. Items
of all kinds. At 1709 Pogue
Ave.
YARD SALE Friday and
Saturday, May 16 and 17,
9 a. m.-5 p. m. 422 South
Mb. Clothes and shoes,
avon bottles and
miscellaneous items.
GARAGE SALE May 17, 9
a. m. to 3 p. m. at 1703
Parklane Drive. Toys,
clothes, bassinet, buffet
service, plus odds and
ends.
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE May 17
Saturday, 10 a. m. -5 PHI
1810 Sherry Lane.
TWO PARTY Garage Sale
Friday and Saturday
May 16th and 17th, 8 a. in
to 5 p. m. Clothes, dishes
utensils, yard tools. Items
of all kinds at 1709 Ryan
Ave.
3-PARTY YARD sale, 505
Beale, Friday and
Saturday, May 16-17,




Saturday, May 15, 16, and
17, 10 til ? Glassware,
household items, bed-
spreads, lots of clothes,
cheap. Store at 121
Apartments on Hwy 121
south about 142 miles
from town.
PUBLIC SALE Tri City
Community yard sale.
Thursday and Friday
from 5 to 9 p. m. Saturday
all day. Hwy. 94 West,
William Franks.
CARPORT SALE Friday,
16th and Saturday, 17th, 9
a. m.-5 p. m., at 406 S. 6th
Street.
YARD SALE Saturday, 9 a.
m. -5 p. m. First house
north from Coles Cam-
pground Church. Lots of
nice womens clothing,




and Saturday, May 16-17
at Ocus Carraway home





ALIS AND BOILS garage
sale, 1610 Keenland,







1973 Chevrolet long wheel
base pickup truck.
Brand wow Inside and wt.
23,000 woes, good tiros.




For the Young Executive
1512 Oxford Drive
Canterbury Estates
5 bedrooms, family room, living room, formal
dining, kitchen, with disposal, dishwasher, oodles
cabinets, inner comb., patio with gas grill, drapes, 2








Saturday May 17th, 1:00 p. m.
Wu or Aims, ii tho It. Mn. Iteb Sender bee& 304 N Slit 
Si.?,
Moron lattocky.
The following is the cleanest sale ever conducted.
Most of the furniture is bordering antiques and real
good. Two matching bedroom suite, complete with
springs and Mattress, 4 chair dining room suite.
matching beet, Westinghouse refrigerator, and
stove. TV, washer, air conditioner, four door chest,
oak wardrobe, with bevel mirror doors. Ladder
back chairs, rockers, square trunk, upholstered
chest, oak wardrobe, electric haters, lamps, six
place setting Oneida silver ware, beautiful glass
basket, sugar bucket, vacuum cleaner, colored
glass, quilts, linens, small phone and end tables.
dishes, cooking utensils, metal chairs, several
boxes of Misc and small tools.
Not responsible for accidents






odds and ends, some
never used. Good clothes.
Saturday at eight a. m.,
Janice Compton, one mile










sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
te you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redecorated inside and
out, new carpeting, on
acre lot. One car garage.
Two miles from Murray.






feet. 2.2 acres. Three
bedroom apartment.
Ideal for grocery store,
entertainment hall, small




Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you t9 call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five..
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
"RELAY, CORPORAL, 1-v5 ONIS 
A
O'CLOCK FEED146."
44 Lots For Sale
WAT RFRONT L
(South two thirds lot No.




or 356-4469 or write P. 0.
Box 19061, Indianpolis,
Indiana 46219.
$10 down and $15 per month
will buy a large wooded
lot at Keniana Shores.
leake access, central
water, all weather
streets. Phone 436-5320 or
436-2473.
45 Farms For Sale
BRICK HOUSE, 8'1 acres,
horse stables, frontage on
two highways. Call 753-
6486 after 4:30 p. m.
THREE ACRES land, six
room house, double
carport. Call 753-9378, 753-
7494, or 753-7263.
46. Homes for Sale
THREE BEDROOM brick
home, two baths, shag
carpet, central heat and
air, garage, fenced in
back yard, lots of storage
space. 701 Earl Court.
Call 753-3726.
BY OWNER, in Can-
terbury, three bedrooms,
two baths, central heat




three bedrooms, 1'2 baths
over 1500 square feet.
Close to MSU and grade
school. Shown by owner
for two weeks only. Call
753-9545.
NEAR UNIVERSITY 2
bedroom, 1 bath stucco
home. Electric heat and
air. Has nice size lot.
$16,500. Contact Boyd
Major Realty, 105 N. 12th,
or call 753-8080.
FOR SALE, RENT, or
lease: Brick house, 7
rooms, bath, full
basement and garage. In
good condition. Located
near University in R-4
zone. Available June 1.
Call 753-1589 or 436-5683.
COMPLETELY REMOD-
ELED two bedroom,
large living room and
den, gas heat, air con-
ditioned, stove and
refrigerator, washer and
dryer. Must be seen to be
appreciated. 317 Irvan
Street. Call 753-7381 or
753-8175 9 a. m.-5 p. m.
Ific• two bedroom he.. 'sorted
west if city out e ewe etre let
Priced is lege tams
Isseweceiste Home badness, we
befit how& haw' wart of city
ea e two acre let, with •
bearrifoi stole fireplace. Uarker
930,000.
Ws he* bedroom home ea 19
ems, with SOOD Weisel roil
he we farrowing Awns.
Ileeirtifiel three bedroom Wick,
corers' boat =Id sir. 1½ We,
wsdt• rid comet, ItNital GPI
Limits. Mari in *pro 241's.
Wiwi, toe
het*
Across frees Pelt Office
153-3243
BY OWNER 2 new three
bedroom houses. Large
lots, good location and
qualify for tax credit.
Also a three bedroom
smaller house. Priced to
sell. For further in-
formation call 753-3903.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: Lakefront
lot, year round home.
Central heat and air, lots
of cabinets and closets,
21/2 baths, basement with
living facilities. Call 436-
5332.
BY OWNER 2 new three
bedroom houses. Large
lots, good location, and
qualify for tax credit.
Also a three bedroom
smaller house. Priced to
sell. For further in-
formation call 753-3930.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761.
BY OWNER-three
bedroom brick - one year
old. Living room, family
room, kitchen-den, PI
baths, fully carpeted,
central heat and air,
double car garage. One
block from Murray High
School. 753-2659 or 753-
8012.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
all carpeted, lots of
storage. 1617 lEirkwood,
$27,900. 753-8432.








Qualifies for full $2,000
tax credit. 753-9200.
PRICED FOR quick sale-








1973 SL 175 HONDA, new
battery and knobby tire.
$395. Helmet $8.00. Call
753-9635.





HONDA MINI trail 50.
20inch boys bicycle. Call
753-6078.
1973 HONDA CB 450
custom painted and ex-




Plymouth, 3 speed for 318
motor. Best Offer. Call
753-1442 ask for Ricky.
9 Used Cars & Trucks
SCHOOL BUS camper,
good condition, 61 Ford
Chassis. Call 753-5666.
1971 CHEVROLET IM-
PALA, all power and air.
474-2752
1973 MG convertible. cau
753-4707
1979 JEEP V4 Call 436-
2727 or 436-2211.






49. Used Cars & Trucks
1962 FORD, automatic
transmission, good
condition. $100. Call 753-
0412.
64 FORD 2 dr., Air-
conditioned, power










TER will do interior or
exterior work by the hour
or job. 753-8343.
1965 CHEVROLET, SLICK GARDEN BREAKING,
two door, 6 cylinder. Call cliscing and bushogging
753-7271. Call 753-4838.
1971 COMET, two door, V-
8, standard transmission,
extra sharp or will trade




good, best offer. Call 753-
1442 ask for Ricky.
1962 RAMBLER classic, 4
dr. air-conditioned. Two





caps, new tires. 29,000
actual miles. Local, one
owner. A-1 conditioned,
1,475.00. Call 435-4294 or
436-5366.
1973 MONTE CARLO, 350,
two barrel, dark brown
and tan vinyl top, power
brakes, steering and air.
Sharp! Must sell. Call 753-
9168 or 753-5669.





dition. Best offer. 753-
=4.
1969 MERCURY 4 door.
Power steering and
brakes, air conditioning.
Uses regular gas. Best
offer. Call 753-1515.
1967 CAMERO, four speed.
753-2300.
1974 V. W. SUPER Beetle,
orange. 4,000 miles.
$3,000.00. 753-4891.




1972 GRAND PRIX, ex-
cellent condition. Must
sell. Going overseas. Call








1974 DODGE club cab 200
truck. 1973 Kamaski 100
motorcycle after 3:00 p.
m. 492-8204.











available for all types of
recreational vehicles.
Arrowhead Camper
Sales. New location- Hwy




Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, 1/2 mile east










efficient service. No job










free estimate, call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
HINMAN'S RENTALS:
Roto tillers, hedge shears,
carpet and tile tools, wet
and dry vac, serabbing- -
and polisher, chain, jig,
sawzall, and cutoff saws.
Furniture dollies, jacks,
auto, sewer tools, and etc.




toilets, bath tubs, sewers.
Electric sewer machines.
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric


















gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-












Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354
8161 after 7 p.m.
D.C.'S ROOFING-new








WILL INSTALL and repair
TV antenna and towers,







reasonable rates. Call 753-
1381.
- -
GET YOUR lawn mowers
repaired now in time for
spring. Fix mowers. roto-




ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.




113 S. 4$ Street
Murray




KIRBY CARPET CARE -
cleans rugs of all kinds.
business, homes, and
institution. Rugs come
clean by steam cleaning.
Ask about the dry
cleaning process too.





repair service. Call 753-
5674.
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,




TWO PUPPIES need a
Phone 753-7370 after 8
good home. Call 753-4307
p.m.
51 Services Offered .

















WILL DO SEWING and




installed and old one's
recap and repair. Also















v Built Up Roofs
v Wood Shingles
v Asphalt Roofs
v New & Old Roofs
Coll Robert Swift- Owner
Route 6 Murray
436-2172
or 753-6311 Area Code 502
AUCTION
DATE Of SALE May I 7, I•7S, at 1000 a. N. Rain or Shaw
Gee* Up --- ions le
s/Sweet
Conimarcial Property Farm Equipment Astteues Tools
LOCATION: 1 Witt frogs Dever, Teartessee ii ifiginvet 49
-toward
Erin-LOOS foe Aoctio• Sign sit grogorty
REASON FON SALE: larliert Tractor & letplereeirt Company it having s
csepiet• Maws" Weill EVERYTHING GOES
REAL ESTATE: 3.8 acre-Commercial property;
borders Barkley Lake-Lick Creek Sections-
approximately 600 foot road frontage - on Highway
No. 49 - Has City Water available - Old Home on
Property.
Property selling promptly at 1:00 o'clock p.m.
Terms on property 20 per cent down day of sale
Balance 30 days.
15 Tractors from 1-row to 4-plow tractors, con-
sisting of Fords, IH, Fergusons, John Deeres, Wheel
Harrows, Drag Disk,- Cultivators. 3-pt Hitches.
Wagons, 1-1968 - 2-ton Chevrolet truck with Hoist
grain side, with 2 speed AXI,; Specials - in-above
Super 140 Farman Planters - Lots of Hand Tools.
Electric Welders, Acetylene Welder, 2-sets new
mobile home axles de Tires: 1 - excellent 15-foot flat
truck bed & cattle racks; 3-pt Hitch Rotary Cutters,
new & used mowers, Battery Chargers. Super A
Belly Plow.
20 cases 20-40 Chevron Motor Oil, 1-17 ft-
Fiberglass semi Runabout with 110 hp Mercury
Engine, H.D. Trailer.,
1 1972 Chevrolet Pu Truck, Nice,. 2-sets Heavy
Duty Trailer Axles & Wheels, Antiques & collec-
tible, selling after farm equipment, 1-1931 Chevrolet
Truck - something to see, Jim Beam Bottle Collec-
tion, Collection O'Henry pocket knives; Glass Mail
box; Lanterns, trunks, most of you know Everett
Earhart has collected anything and
everything-Plan to attend-Plan on buying
bargains.
Mac hafart Wart, Dever. Tessitiseit 232-5540 I32.7031;
tees way I. Wspoctod and porchossie before sale Seto
REFRESNAIENTS AVARA OLE
Any eumwoncowwot day of maie we ler* silicones('
"A Selig Teem' '
,Ilosuirti Realty IL Auction Co.
'100 00 GiVell Awiry free
Id "Int" 'wird. U.
Mrs in 51111111••• 112,11771
ill•••• To. MSS
"5•11111.1 feket we,
lateesod is ~se. e leenrch,
Sot I Si Deve. rearm.. 3711511
leme-• Co", 4..
“e, ' I 7
5.5 /MI. Apo Alvin (wicker le... IN 60
100160 Ids Callerred if S. Athol. DWI. Slotftel bring Tel Me
 16.
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Joe L. Holland, formerly of
Calloway County, died Wed-
nesday at 1:30 p.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital. He
was 78 years of age.
The deceased had retired as a
security guard in Detroit.
Mich., and was residing at
Route One, Big Sandy, Tenn.
Born November 4, 1896, he was
the son of the late Kelzie
Holland and Alene Stubblefield
Holland.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Maude Holland, Route One, Big
Sandy. Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs.
Bessie Darnell of Murray Route
Three and Mrs. Frances Futrell
of Ledbetter; two brothers,
Marvin Holland of Murray and
John Holland of Florida.
Mr. Holland was a member of
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Free
and Accepted Masons. Masonic
rites will be conducted tonight
Thursday( at 7:30 p.m. at the
Stockda le-Malin Funeral Home,
Big Sandy, Tenn., by the
Temple Hill Lodge. Members
are asked to meet at the east
side of the Calloway County
Court house at six p.m. to go to
Big Sandy. •
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Stockdale-Malin Funeral
Home, Big Sandy, with Rev.
Hallie B. Cook officiating!
Burial will be in the Sugar
Creek Cemetery in Benton
County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the
funeral home at Big Sandy. The
Lirui Funeral Home of Benton
had charge of local
arrangements.
Mrs. Willa Barnett
Dies At Age 53;
Funeral Saturday
Mrs. Willa Dean Barnett died
Tuesday at her home in Detroit,
Mich. She was 53 years of age
and formerly of Marshall
County. She was a member of
the Church of Christ.
Survivors are her husband,
James R. Barnett, and one son,
Stephen Barnett, Detroit,
Mich.; ner lather, Clint Atkins,
and brother, Ted Atkins, both of
Hardin; three sisters, Mrs.
Virginia Malone and Mrs.
Katherine Larnorande, be of
Detroit, Mich., and Mr., Sue
Evans of Benton.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Bro. Tipton
Wilcox and Bro. Willis Green
officiating.
Burial will be in the Green
Plain Cemetery in Calloway
County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p. m.
today (Thursday).
Cambodia. . .
(Coatlaued from Page 1)
laitin said no accurate report
on casualties could be given un-
til muster had been completed
later in the day.
"When we finish the muster,
then we will be in a position to
determine the casualties," he
said.
laitin said he did not know
what the Cambodian loss was.
He said the first rescue heli-
copter landed on the island
after dark.
-Apparently the remaining
security guard forces were
evacuated by helicopter," he
said.
Meanwhile, President Ford
formally reported to Congress
that Cambodia's seizure of the
ship, the Mayaguez, was an "il-
legal and dangerous act" in
clear violation of international
law and that his authority for
using military force to recover
it was his constitutional power
as commander-in-chief of U.S.
armed forces.
Speaker Carl Albert said the
two-page report was delivered
to Congress at 2:30 a.m. today.
The President's report con-
tained an outline of the Marine
landing on Koh Tang, recapture
of the ship and bombing on the
Cambodian mainland.
It gave no information on
casualties.
Ford said U.S. air strikes at
the military airfield at Ream
"and other military targets in
the area of Kompong Som-
were conducted to prevent
Cambodian forces from sending
reinforcements from the main—
land against the Marines who 
hadlanded on Koh Tang to re-
capture the ship.
Albert said he believed
Ford's use of military force un-
der his authority as command-
er-in-chief was legal.
"There wasn't any other way
to get them," Albert said.
Shortly before word came of
the Marines' evacuation, two
carriers and a half dozen other
U.S. warships were reported
steaming toward the tiny island
off Cambodia where the Ma-




Rev. John Churchwell will be
speaking at the Palestine
United Methodist Church at ten
a. m. and at the Dexter-Hardin
Church at eleven a. m. on
Sunday, May 18.
"Pentacost Is Renewable"
will be the subject of the sermon
by Rev. Churchwell who will
use Acts 2:1 as his scripture.
Church School will be held at
Palestine at eleven a. m., and at
Dexter-Hardin and Olive United
Methodist Churches at ten a. m.
Preaching services are not
scheduled at Olive on Sunday.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 360.9,
down 0.2. Below dam 318.6,
down 1.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 360.8,
down 0.2. Below dam 324.1,
down 1.5.
Sunset 7:57. Sunrise 5:49.
CHOSEN — Recently inducted into Phi Kappa Phi scholastic honorary at the University of
Mississippi were (from left) Richard Olson of Lombard, Ill., Beverb, Hutcheson of Louisville, Gail
Russell of Murray, Sara George of St. Louis, Mo., and Steve McKinney of Zion, Ill.
FLORENCE, Ky. ( AP) —
Gov. Julian Carroll says he's
campaigning so hard to keep
his office because people have
been turned off politics by the
Watergate scandals.
"It's time somebody stood
up, told them the truth, and
was honest with them," Carroll
told about 1,000 supporters at a
rally in the Latonia clubhouse
Wednesday night.
"There are honest people in
government—politicians are not
all bad," Carroll said, adding
that to elect good public offi-
cials "we must have good
people involved in politics (as
voters).
The governor urged his sup-
porters not to be apathetic on
May 27, saying "while this elec-
tion is in good shape, we've
still got to count them ( the
votes)."
Stock Market
?hoes of stock of local Interest at 000n.
ETri, today, furniahed to the Ledger &
Times by Fast of lifieftigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as Woofs:
U. S. RAMO 6% unc
Kaufman & Broad Pa inc
Ponderosa Systems 11% +24
Kimberly Clark 30% +%
Union Carbide 654 +24
W. R. Grace 2T% Ai
Texaco 34% talc
General Eke 47% -4
GAF Corp 12% +14
Georgia Pacific 43% +1%
Pfizer X +4
Jim Walters 31% +1%
Kirsch 13% unc
Diarey 54% +4
F; anklin Mire 31% WIC
Amer. Motors
Ashland OU 





Boise Cascade 22% -24
Gen. Motors 47% -%
Gen.Tire 13% -24i
Goodrich 18% -1/4




















*lifelong Farmer - Tobacco, Livestock and Row-Crops
*Graduate, University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
*Two term Kentucky State Senator *Veteran
*Six year Chairman State Senate Agriculture Committee
*Successful businessman
*Chairman of Kentucky Tobacco & Health Research Board,
University of Kentucky









Carroll said that because he
has served as governor since
Wendell Ford went to the U.S.
Senate in January, the voters
have a unique opportunity to
elect a governor who has prov-
en himself, not a candidate who
makes "pie-in-the-sky promis-
es."
"You have a choice between
a known factor and an unknown
factor," Carroll said.
He criticized his opponent,
Jefferson County Judge Todd
Hollenbach, for isolating him-
self from his constituents, say-
ing that he (Carroll) has cam-
paigned across the state and
has "probably been in Louis-
ville more than some of the of-
ficeholders there."
Carroll said he would bring
maturity, experience and con-
cern for the people of Kentucky
to the office of governor.
know more about the of-
fice of governor than any other
candidate running at this
time," he said.
Carroll was scheduled to re-
turn today to Lexington, where
he had campaigned Monday





Director of the Respiratory
Therapy Department at Murray
Calloway County Hospital and
Convalescent Division, recently
attended a workshop at the
University of Chicago Hospital
and Clinic.
The workshop dealt with
"Pediatric Respiratory Care
Management". Technicians,
therapists, nurses, and others
specializing in pediatric
respiratory care shared
methods, techniques, and ideas
of this speciality. Topics such as
resuscitation of the newborn,
common respiratory diseases in
fetal and neonatal patients, and
intensive pediatric respiratory
care managements as applied
with various equipment were
discussed.
Also discussed was S.I.D S or
Crib Death. Blue stated that
although research concerning
this disease is gaining
momentum, there are still no
specific answers as to the cause
of death effecting one in every
350 births:•
Northeastern Kentucky by heli-
copter, visiting the commu-
nities of Olive Hill, Greenup,
Vanceburg and Maysville.
At Maysville, he was greeted
by about 100 persons carrying
signs asking for more aid to
education. Carroll told them
-elementary and secondary
education is my No. 1 priority."
He said he plans to use feder-
al revenue-sharing funds to
bring Kentucky's educational
level up to par. Kentucky now
ranks 49th among the states in
expenditures on elementary
and secondary education.
"I am ashamed that Ken-
tucky ranks 49th, and we've got
to do something about it," Car-
roll said, to applause from the
group.
"I will appropriate (revenue
sharing funds) for (education-
al) programs rather than build-
ings," he said.
The Wranglers Riding Club
will ride Friday at 7:30 p. m. at
the riding pen, located east of
Murray on the Van Cleve Road.
Classes scheduled to be run
are: Halter Class Open, Pony
Lead Line, Pony Pleasure, Fox
Trot, Jr. Barrels, Womens
Barrels, Pony Barrels, Sr.
Barrels, Jr. Western Pleasure,
Country Pleasure, Racking
Class, Jr. Flags, Pony Flags,
Sr. Flags, Womens Speed, Pony
Speed, Senior Speed, Jr. Speed,
Pair Race, Gaited Pleasure,
Rescue Race, Pony Poles, Jr.
Poles, Sr. Poles, Sr. Western
Pleasure, and Womens Gaited
Pleasure.
Everyone is invited to bring a
horse and ride with the
Wranglers, but only .s
will be eligible to earn points in
the point system, a club
spokesman said. The con-
cession stand will be open.
Federal State Market News Service Thur-
sday May 15, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 906 Est. 700 Barrows & Gilts
Mostly Steady .25 lower Sows uneven wts.
under 450 steady to 50 higher. Over 450 .50
lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs /46.75-47.25 few 47.50
US 1-3 190-240 lbs $46.50-46 .75
US 2-4 240-298 ha. 145.75-46.50
US 3-4 20011125a. 14515-45.75
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs  . 137 50-38.50
US 1-3 300-430 lbs 138.00-39.00 few 39.50
LX 1-3 450-650 Ibe. 840.00-41.00
tiB s4 x0406 pm X7.00-38.00
Boars 30.0042.01
Car Sales Down 21 Per Cent
From Last May, Makers Report
DETROIT ( AP) — U.S. auto-
makers report car sales in ear-
ly May fell 21 per cent from a
year ago to the lowest level for
the period in 17 years.
The four major U.S. firms re-
ported Wednesday that sales
for the May 1-10 period de-
clined from the same period a
year ago. Two of them said
sales also were off from early
April.
Sales of imports, which cap-
tured a record 21 per cent of
the U.S. car market in the first
four months of the year, are re-
ported only at the end of each
month.
"We're no longer looking for
a rebound," conceded one com-
pany analyst who had predicted
a spring upturn first for April,
and later for May.
"There has been a grinding,
almost grudging increase in
sales over the past months, and
the May figures are a normal
continuation of that pattern in
this slow year," he added. "But
monthly sales will not run
ahead of last year until some-
time this fall."
While sales remain down,
Beverly Paschall
To Get Master's
Miss Beverly Anne Paschall,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Paschall of 415 Sycamore
Street, Murray, Still receive the
Master of Religious Education
degree during commencement
exercises in Truett Auditorium,
Southwestern Baptist
Theological Seminary, Fort
Worth, Texas, on Friday, May
16, at ten a.m.
Beverly Paschall
The Murray girl received her
Bachelor of Arts degree from
Murray State University in
1972. She is a graduate of
Murray High School.
Darold H. Morgan, president
of the Southern Baptist Annuity
Board, Dallas, Texas, will be
tire commencement speaker
and Seminary President Robert
E. Naylor will present degrees
and diplomas to over 260 can-
didates from the seminary's
three schools. Southwestern is
one of the six seminaries owned




Michael L. Stom, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald L. Stom of 223 S.
11th St., Murray, has been
promoted to his present rank
while serving with the 2d
Marine Division, at the Marine
Corps Base, Camp Lejeune, N.
HONORED Al MURRAY SIMI Cathy Brooks, shown with her grandparents, Mr, and Mrs.
Sam Calhoun, South 12th Street, Murray, was honored April 27 as the outstanding senior
Spanish major at Murray State University. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. Brooks,
Grover, Mo. More than 850 undergraduates at the University were honored for academic
achievement, more than 200 of them individually, during the University's annual Honors Day
ceremonies
Chrysler Comptroller Roger
Helder said prices on new cars
this fall will be going up about
5 per cent — $250 above current
models.
U.S. car sales for the period
were 162,046, compared with a
depressed 204,505 last year, and
were down seven-tenths of a
per cent from 163,190 in the
first 10 days of April.
The latest daily selling rate
of 18,005 was the lowest for an
early May since the recession
of 1958, when the rate was
13,705.
For the year to date, sales of
2,201,472 are off 18 per cent
from 2,678,196 last year and are
running at a 14-year low.
Auto analysts say early May
sales normally run at the same
pace as in early April. The lat-
est results failed to signal the
significant spring upturn auto
executives have been looking
for to end the industry's 19-
month slump, the worst since
World War IL
Chrysler sales of 23,757 in the
period were down from 32,367
last year, but up 20 per cent
Nurses Education
Program Is Monday
The regular monthly Com-
munity Continuing Nursing
Education Meeting sponsored
by the Murray, Calloway County
Hospital will be held Monday,
May 19, at 7:30 p. m. in the
Hospital Conference Room.
The topic will be "Acupunc-
ture".
All community and hospital
nurses are invited to attend, a
hospital spokesman said.
from early April. Chrysler
credited the increase from last
month to $200 cash rebates en
compacts and light vans.
AMC sales were 8,369, down
from 9,336 last year and off 2
per cent from early April. Ford
car sales were 41,555, down
from 56,462 a year ago and off
15 per cent from early April.
GM sales of 88,365 were off
from 106,340 last year, but were
up 3 per cent from early April,
giving the firm its best daily
selling rate for the first 10 days
of a month since October.
For the year to date, Chrys-
ler sales are off 31 per cent,
AMC is down 25 per cent, Ford
is off 22 per cent and GM is
down 10 per cent.
Martin's Chapel To
Hold Homecoming
The annual homecoming will
be held at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church on
Sunday, May 18, with Sunday
School at ten a. m., morning
worship at eleven a. m., basket
lunch at noon, and gospel
singing at 1:30 p. m.
Rev. Phillip McClure, pastor
of the church, will speak at the
eleven a, m. hour. The minister
will also speak at his other
church, Good Shepherd, at 9:30
a. m. on next Sunday only.
Members note the change for
May 18.
The public is invited and
urged to attend, a church
spckesman said. Donations for
the upkeep of the Martin's





What a wonderful thing it would be if we could
outlaw firearms and put an end to crime. But,
alas, such is not the case! Such legislation would
only serve to disarm law-abiding citizens because
criminals will always find weapons.
It is the fundamental right under our
constitution for every citizen to bear arms in
defense of his home, life, and family.
Hunting, traditionally, is one of America's
greatest sports, and I would oppose legislation to
curb the sale of pistols: rifles and shotguns.
In the same vein, I will oppose the proposal to
take funds from the sale of hunting and fishing
licenses from the Fish and Wildlife Commission
and transfer them to the state's general fund. The
Fish and Wildlife Commission grosses more than
$6 million annually and is one of the few state
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